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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight and Friday Fair;
-.' Not So Cold
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PLOT TO DEFEAT

STATEHOOD IS

at present, but have as many sign as
you know to be in sympathy with
this movement for purer government
in the new state." The circular bears
date of Albuquerque, N. M, Feb. 21,
1911. This memorial-petitioin full
n

follows

VOCATES
MENTS,

CHARGES

"TEMPERANCE" ADTO SUPPRESS DOCUFAILS

SIGNALLY

POSITIVELY

NO VOTE AS YET
ON

SILLY

LORD

DY

the United States,
To the Honorable Chairman of the
Senate Committee on Territories,
To the Honorable Chairman of the
House Committee on Territories:
We, the undersigned citizens of the
territory of New Mexico and of the
county of Bernalillo, do respectfully
submit the following memorial and
petition :
1. As citizens of New Mexico we
are deeply desirous for admission to
statehood in the federal union. We
for such
consider however, that
statehood a just and strong constitu
tion is of overshadowing importance
to the peace and welfare of ourselves
and our children. Especially is this
true where, as in New Mexico, there
Is a very large element of native citizens who are not schooled in American traditions.
Few of the thoughtful voters of New Mexico candidly
claim that the' proposed constitution
is just or strong. Many have thought
that immediate statehood would rapidly bring immigration from eastern
states, so that not only would our
land values and commercial prospects
improve, but also a better standard of
politics would be introduced. They
have felt that statehood is the first
need, and have been too ready to

CITY EDITION

and leaves to the national honor of
Japan the enforcement at her own
ports the limitations upon emigration
from Japan now expressly placed up
on immigration into
United
the
States.
The document is said to provide
that either country may renounce the
treaty at the end of six months if it
fails to operate as expected.
manure oi the senate to act upon
IRELAND
JOHN
the treaty in the remainder of this ARCHBISHOP
WITH
CARNEGIE
ISSUE
TAKES
session of congress would not of it
ON THE SUBJECT
self extinguish Its vitality,
which
could be kept indefinitely alive IB
the executive flies of the senate, to
THINKS IT MAY NEYER COME
be taken up at any convenient time.

TIME IS NOT RIPE

'

PEACE

THE SENATE
CLAIM 54 OUT OF
THE FINAL

HIS FRIENDS
POSSIBLE

91 ON

BALLOT

THE

DEBATE

ON IN EARNEST

PRELATE DOES NOT BELIEVE
EVERY
Sacramento, Calif., Feb. 23 The PRIDE OF NATIONS WILL EVER
assembly, by a unanimous vote today
PERMIT DISARMAMENT
VERY REMOTE
adopted the resolution adopted by the
senate yesterday, urging congress to
ENEMIES AREJIAVING INNING refuse to assent to the new Japanese WHY AMERICA IS RESPECTED
INSPIRED BY SECTARIANISM
treaty.
AND
NAVY
HER
INVINCIBLE
OF
TO
DEFENDERS
THEREAFTER
ATTEMPT MADE IN MEMORIAL
ADMIRAARMY
COMMANDS
THE
CLOSE
SUNDRY BILL REPORTED
ILLINOISAN WILL
AROUSE JEALOUSY OF
TION OF WORLD
SPEECHMAKING
Washington, Feb. 23. The .sundry
PROTESTANTS
a
civil appropriation bill, carrying
Peoria, 111., Feb. 23. Archbishop
23. Notwith total of $140,590,031, including $3,000,-00Feb.
Washington,
Albuquerque, N- M., Feb. 23. Evifor the fortification of the Pana- John Ireland, in an address before
of
many
standing the feverish anxiety
dently becoming aware that their ef
ma canal, was favorably reported to the Creve Coeur club of Peoria, on
senators to dispatch business and the the house today.
forts to defeat or delay statehood fir
the anniversary of
Washington's
New Mexico are about to come to
esDecial desire of Senator Lorimer's
birthday, took a view at flat variance
I.
'Seder,
superintenRev.
J.
naught.
friends to get a vote on the question
with that of Andrew Carnegie, and
dent of the New Mexico
of the validity of his election, there TO URGE APPROVAL
forces which have been working
the
League, and several other temperance
of the imtoward
universal peace.
little
be
seems
to
prospect
workers and reformers of this nity,
He
asserted
that the day has not
this
of
settlement
question,
mediate
OF BOTH OR NEITHER
have resorted to baser methods to
a great nation, such
come
when
yet
Senator Burrows, a staunch friend
accomplish their ambitions. The step
as
United
the
may safely
States,
Uis
of Senator Lorimer, announced
they have taken is as unfair and as
all its swords into plowshares
turn
ARIZONA
CONSTI
OHAMPIONSOF
uncalled for as could be Imagined.
Intention this morning of asking the
and its spears to sickles.
TUTION MAY MAKE WAR ON
It is more unprincipalled and con(Continued on Page Four)
the senate during the day to fix the
"The day of assured and lasting
NEW MEXICO DOCUMENT
temptible than those which preceded
Lorimer' friends
vote.
a
international
for
peace has not arrived,
time
arouse
to
Is
a plan
It. In short, it
and pride of
ever
ambitions
if
the
91
in
the
votes
of
54
out
now claim
antagonism against New BAD WRECK WEST
religious
Washington, Feb. 23 That cham the great nations
it to arrive.
permit
are
not
senate. The opponents
giv pions of Arizona and her "progres
Mexico's constitution.
the nation that dismantles Its
Todayassociates
in
and
not
is
vote
a
The Rev. Mr. Seder
sive" constitution may oppose the aping any figures. That
of war and disbands its solhave issued a memorial and petition
OF ALBUQUERQUE immediate prospect Is due to the de- proval of New Mexico's constitution ships
diers, put itself in danger of gross
the latest gossip in congressional
against the acceptance of the consti
sire of the Lorimer opponents to counif not fatal disaster. Tohumiliation,
tution, which they have sent to many
teract the impression made by Lori- - circles. No out and out threats on day America is respected by its sisThe
TEN INJURED, TWO SERIOUSLY, mers speech yesteraay in nis owu the floor of either house have been
nonl throughout the terriory.
ter nations. It is respected because
WHEN TRAIN NO. 2 MEETS
behalf and also to their determination made to this effect but it is stated it .is also feared. Peace, America Inpetition attempts to arouse the hatred
constitucon
the
bill.
Is
movement
a
that su:h
of Protestants against
to - stand off the reciprocity
gaining
WITH DISASTER
vokes, but to be more Bure of peace,
tion by stating itniakes provision for
,
Senator Beveridge will complete his siderable headway.
must be ready on a moAmerica
to Senator Lori
The new line of action has been ment's notice to, summon
the financial aid ot tatItutlons f the
to Its deN. M., Feb. 23. One speech In
Albuquerque,
detri
to
the
faith
followed
Roman Catholic
mer today, and will be
bj decided on' it is said, in order to fense the
to whom
on
o
the
and
in
the
wrecks
worBt
navy
years
army
To carry out
ment of Protestantism.
force the approval of Arizona's funda- defeat is
Santa Fe Coast Lines occurred short Senator Stone and probably by
impossible."
the
states
the
this allegation
petition
La Follette, both In opposition mental law. It is believed that the
after 3 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
constitution permits appropriations to ly
result will be the admission of lioth
to Lorimer.
was
No.
2, eastbound,
when
train
WAR MINISTER STRICKEN
of the territories at this session, and this is
various institutions throughout New
Intention
not
the
is
it
But
ditched at Garcia, a siding 42 miles
Feb. 23. General Brun, minParis,
allow
Mexico. Then it states that the last
to
his
when
was
Lorimer
end
aimed
Mr.
the
at
of
that
friends
west of this city. Ten
passengers
of
in the cabinet of Premtunas
ister
war,
to the close debate. Sen this plan was sprung.
territorial legislature provided
were injured, two seriously, much enemies
dead from a paraier
of
which
are
dropped
Briand,
six
and
Mexico
ators
Burrows
for eleven institutions,
It is admitted that the New
Gallinger
and traffic de
were Roman Catholic while five were equipment destroyed
those who will be heard on constitution will not meet with very lytic stroke at the office of ministry
among
The majority layed for several hours.
Lorimer's side.
much opposition until it goes to the today. He had been head of the gencivic or
Spreading rails caused the disaster,
and
schools
and
are
has
institutions
developed
Eitter
the
of
feeling
senate, and here is where the fight eral staff of the army three and a
The tram was running 45 miles an
from now on the debate probably will will be made. Senators LaFollette,-Bristow- , half years and was a personal friend
hospitals. All are doing efficient work hour at the time in an
attempt to be rather sensational.
at present. The hospitals especially
Bourne and other progres- of President Fallieres.
time.
The
lost
make
up
day coach,
r dnini? much for the cause of
is claimed, would join with
it
sives,
two tourists and the Standard Pull
and those with
Senator
charity. No attempt is made to dis- man left the rails. The
Beveridge
Injured were
him who oppose the new states and SEVENTY-EIGHprove the fact that they are worthy. in the tourists and the Pullman. It TAFT CALLS UPON
T
form an oppositionyfeo formidable as
Many of those classed as civic Insti was in
that the worst havoc
the
latter
of
boards
to block all hope of approval for New
tutions are governed by
was wrought.
A rail pierced the
control made up entirely of ProtestMexico this session unless Arizona
TO
ACT
AFFIDAVITS SENT
GOVERNDR
floor of this car, with the result that
ants and are really Protestant Institu
is approved also.
was
Pullman
Collins
Conductor
prob
Of course this action could only
tions. Many of the hospitals on the
ably fatally injured, and Carl
are
support
list
receiving
be taken in the event that the certi- NO DOUBT BUT THAT THEY WILL
preferred
CALIFORNIA
JOHNSON
OF
URGES
of Indiana, a passenger
of hoth Catholics and Protestants. In
fied returns of
Arizona's election
'
hurt. Passengers in other
PROMPTLY OFFSET FRAUD
TO EXPLAIN NEW JAPANESE
seriously
ministrations
charitable
their
in time for action this seshere
reach
cars
miraculous
had
many
escapes,
TREATY
TO
LEGISLATURE
CHARGES
would be impossible for them to con
sion, but it Is stated that every efthrown through the windows
tinue their work without aid from the being
to
returns
will
fort
made
be
the
get
the seats and pitched
On Santa Fe train No. 8, the affidavstate. Absolutely no discrimination pinned under
Washington, Feb. 23. Anxious that to Washington Just as soon as possione end of the cars to
from
headlong
the California legislature shall take ble.
has ever been used In the apportionits of seventy-eigh- t
prominent citizens
the other.
no action inimical to the new treaty
ment of funds, the legislatures mere
of Las Vegas left for Washington
In
This
the
taken
action,
although
When news of the wreck reached
of trade and commerce between the senate, would be Intended to have Its where they will be placed at once
ly recognizing the merits of the' In
a special with surgeons and
here
and
United States and Japan, President effect on the president, also It Is in the hands of the congressional
stitutions and giving them needed
nurses aboard was rushed to the
Governor stated, In the hope that he would not committee on territories and convey
Taft today telegraphed
deserved assistance. The religious ob
scene. Thej injured were given emerg
if
such
the
to
constitution,
of
Johnson
California,
jections
asking him to oppose the Arizona constitution In the to that body the information, duly
ency treatment and rought to this
the treaty arrange face of such opposition. It Is believed sworn to, that the recent election at
they may be called, were brought up
explain
personally
city immediately. Only the two, Con- ment to both houses of the state legsolely for the, purpose of attempting ductor Collins and
that he Is perfectly willing to ap- which the constitution for the new
Lefflingswell, were islature. Mr. Taft's
to
reads:
state was adopted, was conducted abmessage
by deceit and misrepresentation
prove theNew Mexico constitution
forced to go to the hospital, the oth
Induce faithful Protestant citizens to
"I have the resolution transmitted and that, If opposition developed solutely according to law. This means
ers proceeding east on a stub No. 2
subscribe to an attack against state
by you on the new treaty. Assurances which might block approval of this was taken for checkmating the atmade
up here.
hood, in which they would never en
from Japan as to the continuance of document In the senate, It Is hoped tempt of the
League and
list on the
the recent agreement are exactly as he might be Induced to approve both the W. C. T-- U. to prevent or delay
grounds . upon which
Seder end his associates began their
you approved them when the secre- of them rather than have them both statehood for New Mexico.
STRIKING MINERS
As was stated in The Optic yescampaign.
tary of state and I explained them to held up.
The stirring up of religious or race
you. Will you not ' explain this to
terday evening the task of securing
two houses of your legislature
affidavits began yesterday morning.
prejudice is a contemptible procedure
ARE DISCHARGED tothe prevent
fcut the foeB of statehood have not
adverse action by reason WESTINGIIOUSE GO.
During the afternoon It was ... comof a misunderstanding."
been averse to seizing upon it in
pleted. The list of signers includes
tr further tholr rnunp
The
new treaty is one of "trade, and
The
men
prominent in official and private
HAD SERVED TWO MONTHS OF A
RAIDED DY POLICE life; leading men in the community;
commerce,' intended to replace the
petition contains also a reiteration of
YEAR'S SENTENCE IN DENVER
the attacks on the constitution which
men who have thrown in their lot
treaty of 1894, negotiated by the late
JAIL FOR CONTEMPT
Seder and others of his workers have
Secretary Gresham and Baron Kurlno, IN ST. PETERSBURG FORCIBLE with New Mexico and Las Vegas and
made before.
then Japanese minister to the United
are working for advancement; men
POSSESSION IS TAKEN OF
who expect to be citizens of New
Accompanying the petition is
Denver, Feb. 23. District, r. Judge States. The treaty comprises twenty
BOOKS AND PAPERS
small circular, signed by Its authors Whitford today discharged ..the; six articles, dealing with trade, commerce
Mexico as long as they live; men who
Evidently those gentlemen are not teen coal miners, who bad served two and navigation, rights of dwelling,
pay taxjes and bear the burden of the
too proud of their methods. They months of a year's sentence in jail, import and export duties, tonnage
St. Petersburg, Feb. 23. The police support of the government of' the
'
even advise those who' are to circu- for contempt of court, in persisting dues, port regulations,
"il
desertions, today made a sudden descent on the commonwealth.
late tt petition to prevent them be In attacks on
lawcoal miners shipping rights, consular functions and offices of the Westinghouse Electric
The list includes clergymen,
ing read by those who sign them, the in violation, of an injunction issued other subjects. It has already been company and seized all the books and yers, bankers, doctors and merchants;
intention, evidently being to secure by the court. The released men were antiquated, mainly because of 'the documents relating to the St. Peters- Christian men and men who believe
affair In civic righteousness.
street railway. The
signatures by telling the people that oh (a strike in the northern Colorado rapid advance of Japanese in ways burg
The affidavthe petition is a movement for purer coal fields, and their Imprisonment of civilization.
caused a sensation in foreign com- its should stand before the congresThe essential difference between mercial circles. The company has sional committee In striking contrast
government. The following lines from became almost a national issue with
the circular show the spirit of the union labor, i The court told the men the proposed treaty and the existing had trouble with the government over to the allegations of those who fos"In order to obtain the injunction was still in force and convention is said to be that it limits Its alleged failure to complete its tered the movement against the
communication:
.
best results do not give out contents must be observed.
all reference to all such restrictions contract.
adoption of the constitution.
They
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A Memorial and Petition
To His Excellency, the President of

LAIDJARE
OF

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's
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PROSPECTS FOR IMMEDIATE SET
TLEMENT OF QUESTION

House Adopts Resolution

0

.

Sen-ator-

y

Leffl-ingswell-

Anti-Saloo- n

ni-H-

j

;
i

non-unio- n

,
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have behind them men of standing,
The charges of the
CAN
League are made by such men as
Kev. J. I. Seder and Rev. Air. ijulgin.
who may be termed "professional
TO
reformers, as they receive regular
salaries lor their services, and who
think they are obliged to "make good
in the eyes of the people who pay
them by stirring up trouble. Such men
have nothing in common with the
people of New Mexico; it matters HARRY C. DELL, ALLEGED REBEL
little to them whether or not state
SPY, MUST FACE MEXICAN
hood is granted as they can and like
COURT
ly will remove from New Mexico af
ter they have done a'l they can to
BEGINS LONG OVERLAND TRIP
impede its progress.
They do not look into the future
as they care little about it, knowing MAKING NINETY-MILJOURNEY,
the residents of New Mexico will be
MANACLED TO HORSE, IN
called upon to bear the brunt of the
CHARGE OF RURALES
results of their agitations while they
can pack up their belongings and re
move to some community unfortunate BAN ON CORRESPONDENTS
enough to have attracted their attention as a good place in which to
GIVEN CHOICE OF CROSSING LINE
obtain a subsistence
under
the
OR GOING TO JAIL, THEY
methods practiced by them.
HASTILY LEAVE
With the testimony of substantial
and. influential citizens place against
the assertions of such men as these
San Diego, Calif., Feb. 23. Under
the Rev. Messrs. Seder and Bulgin the guard of four rurales, Harry C.
are likely to find their charges dis- Dell, the American, accused by the
believed by "the committee on terri Mexican authorities at Tia Juana,
tories.
Lower California, of being a rebel spy
Similar affidavits were sent in yes is on the way to Ensenada today for
terday from many parts of the terri- trial before a Mexican court. He was
tory. They are expected to reach taken from the cuaitel at Tia Jnana
Washington in sufficient time to per- last night, manacled and placed on t
mit the congressional committee to horse, and the overland march, ot 90
peruse them before Its acts finally miles begun. He was not allowed by th e
on the charges of the prohibitionists
Jose Laroque, to commuat a session to be held Monday.
nicate with any of his friends In Tia
Juana or on the American side. All
American newspaper correspondent's
In Tia Juana were given the choice
PRESIDENT ASKED
late yesterday of remaining in Tia
Juana and going to jail, or returning
TO SUBMIT DATA to the American side.' Consequently
there are no American newspaper cor
respondents In Tia Juana today.

AMER

Anti-Saloo- n

TAKEN

ENSENADA

"FOR

TRIAL

E

.

sub-perfe-

SENATOR

CUMMINS

WANTS

ALL

STATISTICS TAFT HAS BEAR.
.

INQ ON RECIPROCITY

Washington, Feb. 23. A resolution,
calling on President Taft to submit
to the senate "if consistent with the
public welfare," all the Information
he has bearing on the Canadian reciprocity agreement, together with
the dates and statistics gathered by
the tariff board, was offered today by
Senators Cu'mmins and adopted.
BELOW LAST, NIGHT
Another bitterly cold night made
life interesting in Las Vegas last
night. According' to the government
the
tJhermometer
temiperature
dropped 12 degrees below zero. The
temperature in the Hot Springs canyon went several degrees below that
point. Clear weather with warmer
temperature are predicted for tonight.
As the result of the continued cold,
water pipes broke in several parts
of the city last night and early this
morning. The plumbers were kept
busy today making repairs.
TWELVE

.

Other Americans Arretted
Los Angeles, Feb. 23. Lawrence
Converse, the American reported arrested aa a rebel at Juarez yesterday
by Mexican federal troops, is a son
of Charles H. Converse, a lawyer of
Glendora, Calif. He was a member
of the California national guard and
for some time served as b fire warden in the mountains north of Glendora. The other American urnler arrest there Is saidUo be Edward M.
Blam, of Texas.
Rebels Hold Up Train
Paso, Feb. 23. A Mexican Na
tional freight train which left Juarea,
Tuesday has not been heard from. It
is believed it was captured by insur-rectsouth of Juarez. Preparations
were made In Juarez today to send
five hundred cavalrymen south on a
train to meet the insurrectos.
El

Granting Many Reforms
a
Chihuahua, Feb. 23. Governor
is signalizing his administration
by reducing and in some cases removing the oppressive taxes which
BARELA'S BILL IS KILLED
bear most heavily on those claases at
Denver, Feb. 23. The senate today least able to bear them. The coach
killed Senantor Barela's bill to submit license has been cut more than half
a proposition at the next general and the personal tax of fifty cents on
election to call a constitutional con- cocheros removed. The governor has
vention for the purpose of drafting a also ordered the removal of the wa.
new constitution for Colorado.
ter metres measure, unpopular with
There was no election as the
the consumers o fwater both large
of today's senatorial ballot.
and small.
Ahu-mad-

re-su- tl

LAWYERS ORDERED

LOST

WARSHIP

ON

ROCKS

Feb. 23. The old French
warship Richelieu, which for a fortTO PROSECUTE COX night had been drifting about, a derelict to navigation, found a port today
on the i rocks off Scilly Island. The
CINCINNATI JUDGE MAKES GOOD Richelieu was being towed to Holland
where she was to have been broken
THREAT TO PUNISH "BOSS"
up, when two weeks ago In a gale
FOR CONTEMPT
she broke loose from her tugs. A
few days ago she was sighted in the
Cincinnati, O., Feb. 23. Judge Gor- track of Trans-Atlanti-c
liners, 160
man, of the court of common pleas, miles west of
and the
Queenstown,
today made good his announced In- news that she is on the Scilly rocks
tention to appoint a committee of at- was a
great relief to mariners.
torneys td Investigate, and if possible
prosecute' George B. Cox, the repubHEALY DECLARED
ELECTED
lican leader, and a morning newspaof
of
because
23.
for
court,
contempt
per,
Dublin, Feb.
Timothy Healy
Cox's statement regarding the method won out In the final fight today over
of drawing the grand Jury which In- the election- - contest In the division
dicted him for perjury on Tuesday. of Louth, the court at Dundalk deAttorneys Edward Barton, Aaron A. claring the election void and awardFerriss and Clyde P. Johnson wre ing Healy the costs In hlfi prosecution
named by the court. The Judge said of the' charges of corrupt and illegal
he felt it his duty to protect the practices. In the election Healy was
grand Jury from unwarranted censure Ousted from the seat he had held
and to uphold the dignity1 of i the for eighteea years hy Richard Hazel-to' '
'''
i '
court.
a' Redmondlte.'
,
London,

'

n,

--

.
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SMUGGLERS

ARE

CAPTURED IN

y

DENVER
GOODS

CONTRABAND
$10,OQO

SEIZED

BY

country and
Wells sold the- - forbidden product to
the fiends of "Hop alley'' and to private customers in Denver at unheard
of prices since the raid made by Love
and his agents last August on Chinatown and at Colorado City. He made
thirty-datrips and the government
estimates that he has smuggled opium
worth hundreds of thousands and
disposed of it.
Wells pretended while at Juarez
that he was running a shoe, shining
parlor, but always had his eye out
for the shipments from Jamaica and
other porta about once each month,
when the trips of Cunningham were
due to start There is no way of estimating the profits of the colored
men. Smoking opium has no duty
and cannot be Imported into America
at all under the act of February 9,
1909. Cunningham and his gang, all
of whom have not been corraled as
yet, are said to have mixed the raw
smoking product in Denver with Yenshee and made three cans of smoking
opium out of one. Smoking opium
is listed on the San Francisco markets at $102 a pound, so It can be
easily imagined how great was the
profit.
J. J. Drakeford and George Demo,
assistants in the office of Love, have
worked day and night with their chief
watching the movements of the two
colored smugglers. Wells, it is understood, is going to make a full
breast of the affair on promise of
light punishment and says he will tell
the government facts about smuggling
that will startle the west.

WORTH

REVENUE

Denver, Feb. 23. Through the un
tiring efforts of a half dozen federal
officers in Denver, led by H. R. Love,
chief of the government Internal revenue agents, one of the biggest
gangs of opium smugglers in the
country has been broken up and smoking opium worth $10,000 has1 been
seized 'by customs officers.
Charles Cunningham and Felix
Wells, both colored, are prisoners in
the federal ward in the Denver county jail, and Rufus Stewart and William Edwards are behind the federal
bars, at El Paso, Texas, charged with
the same offense.
All of the 200 cans of opium smuggled by the gang has not been recovered, but it Is expected that it will
be. The colored smugglers were selling it In Denver for the price of $200
a pound.
- Wells
was arrested Sunday after
noon by Deputy United States Mar
uhal Thomas Clarke at 2041 Stout
street, and Cunningham, the leader
of the gang, was taken In tow by the
same officer at 5 o'clock Tuesday at
a restaurant on Arapahoe street.
Wells was held incommunicado In Jail
until Cunningham and the El Paso
men were apprehended. Wells was
take before United States Commissioner H'nadale, Tuesday, and held
under $2,500 bail. Diamonds valued
at $5,000 were in Cunningham's
bands' when he waa taken In charge.
The work of the revenue agents
under Love and the secret service
and other government officers who
aided them was swift and sure. Leaa
than ten days ago a telegram came
from El Paso that 200 cans of opium
had been smuggled across the border
by the Denver colored men and their
associates. Cunningham and Wells
were suspected and it was learned
that they had carried the smoking
opium across the border in their hip
pockets a can at a time, making sev
eral trips on the street cars each day.
unmngnam is a weaitny man ana
owns a saldon at Juarez, federal offleers say. The other three men hung
around the place, gambled, played the
ponies and smuggled the opium across
the border. Cunningham had agents

OCEAN
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(attractive program
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OCEAN

RAIL SYSTEM

,

THEJLAN
CONTROL OF MISSOURI PACIFIC MEANS TRANSLINE
CONTINENTAL

PASSING

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 191 1

of business and
pleasure has been prepared for the
gathering. The convention will last
three days. At Its conclusion many
of the educators will attend the Mar- di Gras festivities in New Orleans,
while others will visit the Tuske??e
institute and other educational Institutions in this section before return
ing to their homes.

OF

New York, Feb. 23. In the opinion
of many men Ihe passage of control
of the Missouri Pacific Railway com
pany will, in due time, be followed
by the establishment of a new trans

continental line, extending from New
York to San Francisco, with branches
gridironing the middle and southwest
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf of
Mexico.
Such a system, it is beia
lieved,
likely to find its eastern
outlet over the Erie railroad. Recent
developments have made it possible
that such a transcontinental route, as
had been discussed by leading railroad interests off and on for years
past, may at least be realized as an
outcome of the shifting of control of
the Gould properties.
of the
Throueh the acaulsitlon
Missouri Pacific, Kuhn, Loeb and com.
pany, John D. Rockefeller, Blair and
the Deutche bank
company, and
nartlv are Dlaced In a position to
exercise control over the Denver
Rio Grande, Western Pacific and
probably also over the WabaBh and
the Texas & Pacific. In other words,
RIGID INSPECTION
control of the Missouri Pacfic car
ries with it directly or indirectly poOF NATIONAL GUARD tential control of four other Gould
lines and all that is required to
a
make
complete
INSISTS
EQUIP route would be the Erie railroad.
DEPARTMENT
MENT ON HAND AND RETURNS
It is not suggested that any contest
is likely to be entered upon for con
,
BEAR SOME RELATION
trol of the Erie In connection with
the formation of a new tranecontin
Never in its hiBtory has the
ental route, for it is well known that
Guard of New Mexico been called
no conflict is probable, or even pos
upon to withstand as rigid an in sible, over that property.
spection as it must undergo in April.
The Erie, running from New York
Ordera have been issued by the war to Buffalo and Dunkirk, and through
Wa
department that the annual national to Chicago, connects with the
here
from
at
bash
Ind.,
Huntington,
guard Inspection by regular army of
the Wabash runs to St. Louis and
ficers mi'st be something more than
Kansas City, at both of which places
perfunctory. More attention is to ue connection is made with the Mis
paid to lecurmg an accurate reiuvn souri Pacific. From Kansas City the
propeity anQ tne men themselves Missouri Pacific runs west in almost
are to ue looked over as closely as a straight line to Pueblo, Colo-- , there
ever.
v
connecting with the Denver & Rio
Ilrecolifc little effort has b."en Grande, and the latter road proceeds
maJo 10 (heck over the property ie thence to Salt Lake City and Ogden,
turns submitted by the captain to Utah, and from there the route lies
see itiat t.iey are correct, in most over the Western
to San
Pacific
instances the captains have retuniod Francisco.
the property they should have and In mapping out such a line it
the inspecting officers have seldom would be found perhaps that the sec
made more than cursory attempts to tion of the Wabash, from Chicago to
check over their accounts.
Detroit, would be superfluous. Inci
The order for greater strictness !s dentally, this portion of the Wabash
worrying the national guard officers also comes very close to being paralTIZ Makes Sick Feet Well no Matter of
many states, but the New Meixco lel to the Erie road, which might
What Alls Them
officers have little cause for appre create complications under the rail
hension. They are a little short', but road law. The Canadian Pacific has
it is a certainty that the guard of been anxious to secure an eastern
this territory will stand a much bet- outlet of its own from Chicago and
ter examination in regard to proper- is known to have had its eye on this
ty and equipment than most of the portion of the Wabash which would
others.
carry it from Chicago to Detroit,
California, for instance, is in a box. there connecting with its own line
The annual inspection is now going in Canada at Windsor,
Ont., just
on in that state and it has resulted across the river from Detroit.
in a discovery that there is not an
The-- Kuhn, Loeb and company inolive drab uniform in the National terests have been active in the reorGuard of California. The guardsmen
ganization negotiations, representing
of that state are also short equip
Terminal bondthe Wabash-Pittsbur- g
ment of many other kinds which is
holders, so that it may be said that
absolutely necessary in a campaign, control of these two roads Is likely
All national guardsmen are suppos to
be lodged with the same group
ed to have olive drab uniforms. But
which owns the Missouri Pacific. It
there is a limit to the value of equip- is not
impossible that as rehabillation
ment which each state or territory
term,
for the Wabash-Pittsburplans
TIZ acts at once and makes tired, can draw and California has gotten
inal are worked out it may be deem.
fresh
aching, swollen feet remarkably
along without olive drabs, drawing to ed advisable to build a new link,
and sore proof.
the limit of her appropriation for other
connecting with the Erie, and thus
It's the sure remedy, you know, for equipment.
place the latter company in a posi
with
matter
the
that
Mexgets
Guard
New
The
everything
National
of
to tap the Pittsburg freight dis
tion
your feet. It's for sore feet and for Ico is equipped with both khaki and
trict.
and
bad
for
sweaty,
smelling feet,
olive drab uniforms. It has not all
corns, callouses and bunion, too.
the equipment it needs, but sufficient
"For years I have been troubled to fit out its members for a ' camIN MOBILE
EDUCATORS
with sore and tender feet; suffered paign.
Mobile, Ala., Feb. 23. The depart
intense pains. Have had the assist
There was a time when the New ment of superintendents, the largest
ance of physicians without relief.
Mexico guard did not have nearly as of the eighteen departments of the
bought a box of TIZ, which worked much equipment as it was credited National Educational association, con
a perfect cure, as it has with a great with. However, Adjutant General A. vened in annual session here today.
many of my friends. I would not be S. Brookes has been trying to make The estimated attendance is 1,000 Dor
without it. All it requires Is to be the property on hand cover the re- sons,
among whom are many of the
known to be universally used." A, turns.
Much equipment has been foremost educators in the country,
F. Dreutzer, Chicago.
condemned, a great deal has been Under the supervision of Secretary
TIZ is not a powder. Powders and collected
from various sources and in Irwin Shepard, of Winona, Minn., an
other foot remedies clog up the pores. other ways the equipment and 'reTIZ draws out all poisonous exuda turns come nearer
balancing than
tions which bring on soreness of tho
A
they ever did before.
feet, and is the only remedy that
Remedy
does. TIZ cleans out every pore and
Cream Balm
LORD
MINTO
Ely's
HONORED
glorifies the feet your feet.'
is ouickly absorbed.
23. The unique and
Feb.
or
draw
never
You'll
London,
limp
again
(
Gives Relief at Once.
up your face In pain, and you'll for- highly prized honor known as the It cleanses, soothes,
get about your corns, .bunions and freedom of the city of London was heals and protects
callouses. You'll feel like a new today conferred upon Lord Minto, the diseased memresulting from
late .Viceroy of India and formerly brane
person.
Catarrh and drives
of Canada. Follow- away a Cold in the
TIZ ia for sale at all druggists, 23 Governor-Genera- l
cents per box, or It will be sent yonl ing the ceremony, which took place Head quickly. Re- I
stores tho Senses of IAY FEVER
direct, If you wish, from Walter Lu- as usual at the Guildhall, Lord Minto Taste and Smell. Full
size 50 cts., atDrug-gist- s
111.
For was entertained at luncheon by the
ther Dodge & Co., Chicago,
or by mail. In liquid form, 75 cents.
I
Elv Brothers, Sa Warren Street, New York.
Lord Mayor
eale by all druggists.
.
ocean-to-ocea-

MARDI GRAS VISITORS
New Orleasn, Fe. 23.b The

ad
vance guard of Mardi Gras carnival
visitors put In an appearance In New
Orleans today and from now until
the first of the week every arriving
train and boat will bring its quota of
pleasure-seeker- s
to the city.
The
number of visitors this year is ex
g
pected to reach
pro
portions, owing partly to the added
attraction of the automobile
show
and speed contests which will begin
tomorrow. The carnival proper will
open Monday and will reach Its cli
max the next day with the arrival
of Rex and his royal retinue.
record-breakin-

A wedding of
London, Feb. 23.
n
interest in
circles today was that of Miss Vera Gordon,
daughter of Mr-- and Mrs. John Gor
don who are prominent members of
the American colony in London, and
Mr. Neil Guthrie of the Irish Guards.
The wedding ceremony was perform
ed in the Guards Chapel at Chelsea.
Anglo-America-

CAUSES

ADVICE

CONCERNING
STOMACH
TROUBLES AND HOW TO
REMEDY THEM

,

-

'

Feet Tired-S- o

Tired?

g

95 PER

CENT 0F DISEASES

n

If

WEDDING

ANGLO-AMERICA-

Do not neglect indig stion which
leads to all sorts of ills and complications. ' An eminent doctor once
said that ninety-fiv- e
per cent of all
the ills of the human body have their
origin in a disordered stomach.
A physician who made a specialty
of stomach troubles, particularly dys
pepsia, after years of study perfect
ed tne rormula from which Rexall
Dyspepsia Tablets are made.
Our experience with Rexall Dys
pepsia Tablets leads us to believe
them to be the greatest remedy
known for the relief of acute indi
gestion and chronic dyspepsia. Their
ingredients are soothing and healing
to tne inflamed membranes of the
stomach. They are rich in pepsin,
one of the greatest digestive aids
Known to medicine. The relief
they
afford is almost immediate.
Their
use with persistency and regularity
for a short Jime brings about a ces
sation of the pains caused by stomach
disorders.
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets will in
sure healhty appetite, aid digestion
and promote nutrition. As evidence
of our sincere faith in Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets, we ask you to try them
at our risk. If they do not give you
we will return
euiue sausiacuon,
you the money you paid us for them,
without question or formality. They
come in three sizes, prices 25 cents,
50 cents and $1.00.
Remember you
can obtain them only at our store,- The Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey.
How to cure a cold Is a
question in
which many are Interested Just now
Chamberlain's Cough
has
Remedy
won its great reputation and Immense
sale by its remarkable cure of colds.
It can always be depended upon. For
sale by all druggists.
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$100,000
OF PROMISE
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New York, Feb.
Postcards on o
which were written fervent protesta
o
tions of affection figure in the
o
000 breach of promise suit brought
by Annette Bertha Grunspan, a pret- o
ty young Parisian against William o
English Walling, wealthy socialist and o
writer on socialistic topics, in the o
supreme court.
o
The trial began yesterday, and Miss o
Grunspan's testimony showed that o
Walling met her in Paris and
o
posed, to her half a dozen times in as
o
many different European countries.
Mr. Walling is now the husband of o
Anna Strusky, an authoress. The o
SUIT

23.

$100,-

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING,

KINNAN

& MARVIN,

o
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Cos Clothes

are Built- -

Not just sewed together. The part you don't see is made to
service made to keep a coat in shape as long as it is worn Ifgive
it
breaks within a year you can have a new coat FR.EE.
this interior construction, for example, and learn the reason. Study
The
frame work is of the best linen canvas, correctly stiffened
extra
fine hair cloth, and firmly held by linen tape. Button andbybuttonhole sections reinforced with black silesia, pockets
supported from
the shoulder, and the smooth appearance of the shoulders
and
insured by properly distributed wool felt THIS FOUNDATION collar
CAR
RIES THE ENTIRE STRAIN OF WEAR, and over it the outer
sui
fabric is shaped into neat and permanent
position, safe
the
danger oT sagging or breaking. It is this honest, necessary7 foundation that makes Ed. V. Price & Co. clothes "stand
up." and dehver
service that satisfies.
WE CAN SHOW YOU Ed
V Price
Co. s entire line of beautiful
Spring Woolens, and nobby fashion
tailored-to-ordthClr
clothes fo from
$20 to $40. dMT your ad,mir?by and
get measured today!
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Interwoven Hose for Men
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Send to my address until I order it discontinued, THE DENVER REPUBLICAN, Daily and Sunday.
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Ed. V. Price &

O
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.

TBAOt

O

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY

Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per
bottle. Sold by all druggists. '
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Speedy Relief From Kidney Trouble
"I had an acute attack of Brlght's
disease with Inflammation of the kidneys and bladder, and dizziness," says
Mrs. Cora Thorp, Jackson. Mich. "A
bottle of Foley's Kidney Remedy
overcome the attack, reduced the
took away the p'n and
made the bladder action normal. I
wish every one could know of this
wonderful remedy." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
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-

60c A iviun

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

O

former rates
A reduction of more than 20 per cent m
and
the
is
cheapest
At this price THE REPUBLICAN
best paper published in Denver.
make THb
Neither money nor labor will be spared to
the best
REPUBLICAN,! as it has always been in the past,
and most reliable paper in the West.
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. The
Associated Press, supplemented by the splendid New York
Herald news service, gives our readers every morning all
the news gathered from every part of the world.
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the leading authors and humorists of the day and many pages of photographs of great interest.
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plaintiff identified a number of post
cards and letters that she asserted
Walling had written her.
They did not bear his signature,
however, being signed "Revolution
ary," "Kouclouszki" and "English."
They bore dates from July to OctoMiss GrunBpan's counsel
ber, 1905read some of them. One, dated Warsaw, Russia, and signed "Kouclouszki," bore the following:
I beg you not to work. I would
feel like a criminal if you should
do any work. Think of me as of
yourself. Love to you, and I kiss
you warmly.
On another card was written:
Everything going well. The
revolutionary movement brisk. I
wish I could see your beautiful
smile. I hope to take you to London by November 1. You are
such a good little child now that
I love you more than ever.
Miss Grunspan testified that she
was only 17 then. She explained that
Walling wanted to take her to London in order that she might learn
English, so that when they were mar
ried his "little sweetheart child" could
speak his own language.
"He paid my schooling in Paris and
London, and my other bills," de
clared the young woman. "I studied
English in Sir Isaac Pitman's school
In London, and also studied English
manners and etiquette, so that I could
be presentable to
Mr-Walllng's
friends after we were married." i
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BRIDGE BROO KS
NO RIVALS; IS
THE GAME"
IF YOU

DONT KNOW HOW
PLAY WHIST, YOU'RE A

TO
L

OUTCAST
Kansas

City, Feb. 23. "I am noth:
lag less than a social outcast," declared a very attractive and
clevei
Kansas City woman, the other
day,
"simply because I don't play bridge.

STOMACH

DISTRESS

SOCIETY WOMEN

IS JNDEO FOREVER
Take your sour,
r
maybe you call tt indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis or catarrh of
stomach trouble right with
you to
Tour pharmacist and ask him
to open
a
case of Pape's Dlapepsln and
let you eat one
Trlangule and
see if within five minutes
there Is
left any trace of
your former misery.
The correct name for
your trouble
is Food Fermentation food
souring;
the digestive organs
become, weak,
there is lack of gastrio
Juice; your
food is only half
digested, and you
become affected with loss of
appetite
pressure and fullness after eating,
vomiting, 'nausea, heartburn, griping
in bowete, tenderness in the
pit of
stomach, bad taste in mouth, constipation, pain in limbs, sleeplessness,
belching of gaa, biliousness, sick
headache, nervousness, dizziness or
many other similar symptoms.
If your appetite is fickle and nothing tempts you, or you belch gas, or
if you feel bloated after eating, or
your food lies like a lump of lead in
your stomach, you can make up your
mind that at the bottom of all this
there Is but one cause fermentation
of undigested food.
Prove to yourself in five minutes
that your stomach is as good as any;
that there is nothing really wrong.
Stop this fermentation and begin eating what you want without fear of discomfort or misery.
Almost instant relief is waiting for
you. It is merely a matter of how
soon you take a little Dlapepsln.
stom-ach-e-

OF WASHI NGTON

TOlLY"
ARE

BANDING TOGETHER FOR
SCHOOL OF THEIR OWN TO
LEARN AVIATION

Washington, Feb. 23. First of all
the women of fashion to take to
aeronautics as a sport, Washington
society leaders are planning to lead
the world as "high fliers," in the
Wherever my acquaintances congresense. The thrill attendant
literal
gate in a social way, they play" that
on sailing through the air has fas
everlasting game, and I don't "becinated Washington mondaines, and
long."
in order to indulge in It to their
It probably Is true that no other
hearts' content they are going to escard game ever has taken such a
tablish a school and obtain instruc
hold on society as has bridge. It has
tion in the science of operating maecome much more than a
pastime,
chines. The school may become an
a time killer, to many, for some it
actuality some time this spring, and
iaa grown to be a passion the main
after a course of lessons milady con
business of life. Whist, from which
fidently looks forward to becoming a
bridge was evolved, Is a scientific
skilled "sky pilot" and taking a three
and absorbing game, but comparativeor four-mil- e
"fly" every morning be
ly few persons. In or out of society,
fore
breakfast.
flayed it. Now, it is a case of play
The leaders of the movement are
bridge or die.
"And as for other 'has-beeViscountess
Benolst d'Azy, wife of
card
games," continued the "outcast," "It's
the naval attache of the French em
difficult to remember that there ever
bassy, witty, breezy and enthusiastic
were others. Who ever plays euchre,
as a schoolgirl; Mrs. Nicholas Longor hearts, or high five, these days
worth, who retains the girlish vivac
Even that fascinating,
if naughty,
her "Princess
ity and
daring of
Alice" days, and Miss Gladys Hinckgame of poker has Jost the larger
part of its following. Five hundred
ley, by many considered the hand
still Is something of a 'party' game,
somest unmarried girl in society,
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
but it is looked on as very, very triwho is "in" for all that which makes
vial entertainment, not in the same
for good, thrilling sport, be it huntclass with bridge."
ing or careening around the Wash
The vogue of bridge is Just as proLawrence Irving is to produce 'The ington monument in an airship. Many
others are interested in the move
nounced in England as it la In this Lily" in London.
The Shuberts will soon produce a ment and the school promises to be
country, and has taken the placa of
a genuine success.
all other games that once served to new play by Eugene Walter.
Even now the- question of proper
divert guests at social gatherings. , In
Taylor Holmes, of "The CommutEngland piquet, whist, bezlque and ers" company, may go into vaudeville, dress for aeronautics is engaging the
ecarte are scarcely more than names
Ellen Terry has closed her Ameri- minds of maids and matrons who
any more. Baccarat, once the pet of can tour and will sail for London plan to take the course of Instruction.
Each woman will be a law unto her
"sporty" players given to plunging, Saturday.
Thomas A. Wise is to play a stock self, for a time at least, until fashion
received a black eye socially years
ago on account of a princely scandal, starring engagement in May in a prescribes a costume which all will
adopt. Will it be like riding dress,
but it still was a sort of substitute Columbus, O., theater.
for American poker until bridge ar- ' A- H. Woods has recently obtained motoring dress, or will Dame Fashrived, and then it was shelved for the American rights of "Miss Dudel- ion actually evolve an entirely new
costume for a sport which marks th
sack," a German musical play.
good.
evolution of human travel?
final
to
a
make
C.
proFred
is
as
in
Whitney
card games,
Fashions change
in clothes. And another similarity duction of "The Spring Maid" in Lon- None of the sponsors of the new
school is yet prepared to answer that;
the latest is not always the best. don, about the first week in April.
Constance Crawley is to appearJ they prefer instead to dilate on the
Some of the old games, now almost
store for those wholeann
forgotten, not only were entertaining, possibly in vaudeville, in an Oscar pleasure in
but Instructive. Cribbage, for hun- Wilde play, with a good supporting to operate their own machines.
dreds of year a a favorite pastime with company.
la No Novice
George W. Barnum, playing the
the Scotch, furnished mild and bene
The Viscountess d'Azy, one of the
ficial exercise in arlthmetlo for the rheumatic old storekeeper in "Where beet all around sportswomen in so
young. Casino, despised as a child's the Trail Divides," used to be a base ciety, is no novfiice to the pleasures
game, once was played by experts ball umpire on the Pacific coast.
of the aeronaut.
Already she has
It is said that Bessie Abbott, who made flights with French aviators,
with memories so trained that they
could keep in mind every card played was to have etarrea in Aiascagnrs and in this country has been the
'
through a succession of deals and when opera YsoDei," win sing tne true roie compainon of Claude Grahame-Whitmusical version of "Trilby."
in
the
hands
to
last
out"
the
deck
"ran
the
in a flight. For the daring young
Fred C. Whitney has bought the Parisienne air travel has no terrors,
tell their opponents Just what cards
of "Mile. Modiste" and and the Viscountess is
they held. Conqualn, or ''cooncan," English rights
consequently
will produce the piece in London, one of the most enthusiastic of all
Mexico
from
into
this
country
adopted
role.
and which once had the reputation of with Mummy Wehlen in the title
the smart set in her eagerness to
in
the
girl
Florence
Reed,
psychic
d
of
game
being the best
begin to fly her own machine.
now running in New
For Mrs. Longworth the sport has
cards, had the merit of offering op Seven Days,"
York is a native of Philadelphia and
fascination.
an Irresistible
already
portunity for innumerable combina
the late Roland Even in the
tions and variations of play. Solo, is the daughter of
early days of aeroplanlng
Reed.
when the Wright brothers, pioneers
too, once was popular In the family
Frank Craven and George V. Ho- in the field of aeronautics, were makcircle, if not at larger gatherings, and
are the authors of a vaudeville
ing their flights over Fort Myer and
games imported from England and bart
called "The Little Stranuer,' in all the world flocked to see them,
France, such as ecarte, bezlque and play
which George Pierce, Russell Eassctt Mrs. Longworth'e motor was always
piquet, were played to some extent in
and Paul Dullzal appear.
to be noticed on the days when there
this country.
Annie Russell has become one of was to be a flight, and it required a
The first card games that were
the stars of Liebler and company determined stand on the part of Repplayed in the west were gambling
who will present her this season in resentative Nick Longworth to regames, pure and simple. To Califorwith a new play strain his wife from
trying a flight
nia with the sold seekers and adven repertory, beginning
entitled "The with one of
of
George
Egerton,
inventors.
and
the
Aeroplanwent
'49
tures in
faro, poker
Backsliders."
lng was looked upon then, even by
California Jack, the last a cross beThe following players will support the most daring, as something to be
tween dominoes and seven- up. As
Kalich in "The Kreutzer Son attempted only by those whose atMme.
the gambjers drifted northward from
Mable
Brownell, Frank Iosee, tachment to the attractions of tils
ata:"
Mexico they brought with them monte
Marlon Elmore, Gus
Chrietie,
George
immi
good old world were of the slightChinese
and
the
and "cooncan"
Hastchelm.
tavo
Ralph Dean and est. Yet Mrs. 'Longworth found procoast
Pacific
imported
to
the
grants
Jennie Reiffarth.
mise of pleasure in the thought of
fan-taPoker, cooncan and fan-taWhen Charles Cherry starts hi trying the difficult and dangerous
than
other
them
to
having something
starring tour under the direction of
The Wright brothers are said
possibilities for cheating in the turn Daniel Frohman in "Seven Sisters sport.
to
have
been much relieved when
homes
into
of a card, found their way
Laurette Taylor will be his leading Mr. Longworth refused to consent to
na
social
a
of
purely
and gatherings
The play) is from the Hungarian his wife's giving their machine a trial.
ture. Faro is obsolete in this coun lady. was
which
adapted by Edward H But time has changed the public at
try except in the few places where Ellis.
tltude, and it is believed that genial
gambling still is "wide epen' , and
which Blanche Ring will Nick
The
play
more
Longworth himself will not be
nersonn nlav monte any
fow
1
have to succeed her present one will averse now to taking an occasional
and
Oklahoma
in
Indians
except the
book by Edgar Selwyn and turn in the air.
s
in the southwest, have its
his
wife,
Margaret Mayo, and the
In St. Petersburg, Paris, London
"In the middle west, where gam- music
Hauerbach and Karl and other
Otto
by
on
capitals the smart sets
on
the
carried
is
quiet
still
bling
The title has not yet been have Bhown a certain inclination to
Hoschna,
stud
poker in its various forms draw,
decided upon.
take up the sport, but never have
inwhanH nnri senate still is the fav
Mme. Alia Nazimova, the Russian these ultra fashionable made plans to
orite. ' asserts a mar who once plaved actress, will soon cease to be a star
in it as the Washington wocards for a living. "I don't know of under the Shubert management and engage
haveHence the Washlngton-ian- s
men
faro now being dealth anywhere in will go under the direction of Char'.es
are
a
bit
"cocky" at having
and
this part of the country. Bridge
Frohman. She has been under the come first into the fascinatin? field.
the
to
be
aboear
oasino
and
i,orf
Shuberts ever since
Plans are made and submitted to
and direction of the
popular games in cigar stores
first annearance In English in the
iof
Judgment of the tea table tribufreeze-opoker 1906-7- .
where
"whist-parlornals. Every one has suggestions to
was popular until the police became
matye about the new school, the
so offensively attentive, in saioons,
"how many lessons will be
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
costume,
stakes
are
the
where drinks usually
BROMO
we can fly as well as
needed
before
LAXATIVE
Quinine
Take
and pitch
In card games, seven-u- p
Grahame-WhiteGROVE'S
"
and whom "we'll"
W.
E.
cure.
to
falls
Germans
r the favorites. Where
H
If
"us." Viscountess
to
Instruct
refund
money
Druggists
of
get
congregate one Is sue to see games
a good deal of
In
box.
comes
25c
for
on
each
is
ture
d'Azy
sixty-sipinochle, skat and
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A Half Eagle and Half Dime
Two Finds of Rare Coins
Made By Collectors in 1910

One of the record premiums for for there are at least sixteen specicoins paid in 1910 was $800 for a five mens known. But the old time coldollar gold piece made by the assay-e-r lector held the piece in the highest
esteem and this estimation has been
Christopher Bechtler, who for at
maintained by collectors of the presleaBt twenty years conducted a prient day. The mint records show that
vate mint in Rutherford
county. 13,010 silver half dimes were made
North Carolina. The price is all the in 1802, and why they are now so
more remarkable when it is consid rare cannot be explained.
The silver half dime probably owes
ered that thirty years ago such coins
much
of its special interest to the
were not even worth their stamped
fact that it was the first coin of any
denomination to be regularly made
is its unique design that gives
at the United States mint in 1729,
this coin its high value. It is thought
when experiments were being made
to have been the first coin of the
with designs for the new coinage.
denomination made at the assayer's Dies were made for a
half dime that
office. It is a good deal larger than
of
represented an original design
the regular United States Ave dollar
character and quaint inscripstriking
gold piece and does not at all resem tion.
ble it in design.
On the obverse was a female head
On the obverse, around the border.
of Liberty, said to have been modellIs inscribed, ". Bechtler, Assayer." In
ed after that of Martha Washington,
the center of the field, in the form
but which by no means flattered her.
of a circle,' are the words "RutherAround the border was "Lib. Par.
ford County" The reverse contains
In&
the inscription, in three lines, in (Liberty Parent) of Science
On the reverse was a poordustry."
the field, "5 Collars, 20 Carats,"
ly executed representation of a small
while around the border is "North
flying eagle, underneath which were
Carolina Gold."
the words "Half Dime," and around
The weight of the coin is 145
the edge "United States of America."
j
grains, although the five dollar piece The coin was made of silver
and had
of the United States, of the period a
diameter about half that of the
weighed only 135 grains, but the govdime..
ernments coin was of much greater present
These
dimes were struck in Octofineness, and it Is probable that the
from the new coining press1792,
ber,
not
in
Bechtler coin had a value of
excess of $4-- 90, as the gold of which es that had Just come from England.
it is composed was strongly alloyed Owing to the scarcity of silver bullion Washington is said to have
with silver.
This coin came to the notice of furnished some of his private plate,
collectors for the first time last year which was used to make the half
and was regarded as the best pre- dimes.
It is' estimated that the plate given
served example of the Bechtler coinage known., The design is similar to by Washington amounted In value to
that of the other very rare Bechtler about $100, and this metal was all
five dollar gold piece; in fact, the used to make the little silver pieces,
new variety differs from it only in a number of which Washington is
the omission of the inscription "150 said to have presented as souvenirs
Grs," which appears Just below the to his friends and acquaintances.
line "20 Carats." The coin containing
Nearly all the. early half dimes are
the weight in grains has a premi- scarce and are held at, a substantial
um record of $785, but there are at premium, especially those struck from
1792 up to 1805- None was issued In
least fifteen specimens known.
coin
1798, 1799' or 1804. In 1805 half dimes
made
finds
other
by
Among
collectors in' 1910 was, still one more were made, but from 1806 to 1828
specimen of the tiny silver half dime inclusive, none was Issued. Coinage of
of 1802 which date is by far the rar the silver pieces was resumed In
est and highest in price of any coin 1829 and coined regularly each year
of the denomination. All the 1802 until 1873, when the denomination
half dimes are held at a high premium was discontinued.
The highest premium ever paid for
while an unusually fine specimen
brings an extraordinary sum. A speci a half dime was $705, which was givmen .which was only fair brought en at an auction in this city for what
a sale last year. High was said to . have been one of the
$400 at
priced as are the 1802 half dimes, best specimens of 1802 known. New
they are not really excessively rare, York Sun.
.
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questioning at these informal gather
ings. As one "who has been there,
her word is of value. "How do you
feel when you're Just leaving the
ground?" "Is it anything like when
you're in an elevator?" "When you're
away up in the air don't you suddenly
get awfully frightened?" "Tell me, do
you have to sit very Bt'll and not
move a finger for fear the thing
will flop over?" These are only samples. But the Vlouctesa. truly
of the small
French in her mast-.Tcourtesies, has been patient.
Miss Hinckley Enthusiastic
"We believe aeronautics will become as popular a sport for women
as horse riding has." Handsome Miss
Gladys Hinckley's voice took a note
of real enthusiasm as she said It. "I
am greatly interested in it, and am
going to do all in my power to promote It among my friends. Just think
how lovely it must be to go whizzing
through the air, high above the
ground, at fifty miles an hour. Only
wait till we get our school in gool
working order. Then you may look
out of your window any morning and
see us flying about in the cool morning breeze.
"You may be sure all the pupils
will have a thorough training, the
we
most complete possible, before
allow them to go very far above the
ground. We hope to have Wright,
or some of
Curtlss, Grahame-Whit- e
the great aviators! come here and
give us lessons. It will really be
much nicer than it sounds.
"Proper dress? Oh, we haven't decided on that yet. We will come to
that later. Something on the order
of riding clothes I suppose. It remains to be seen."
The aero enthusiastis have a charmIn little Miss Ruth
ing recruit
Wynee,,a debutante of the present
season. While her father was
to London, Miss Wynne
first became Interested in (lying and
she now plans to take it up in earnest. She is extremely anxious for
Instruction, and none is more eager
to see the school established than
she. Miss Wynee believes that the
exercise of guiding a machine while
it is shooting through the air, and
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want
fiabit
Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
-

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
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The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
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Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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LAS VEGAS

VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed iealthful- ness
without extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 800
&
days of sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain streams or from wella of no great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly nineteen lnchej, average, occurring principally In July and August,
The soil is highly fertile and easy of working, being generally sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower In price than we know of anywhere else
"
wnere conditions are equally good.
are
corn
and
oats,
wheat, potatoes,
Crops
principally alfalfa,
forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
"Dry Farming," practiced scientifically, U proving to be successful here, a large area being under cultivation.
An Irrigation system to cover many thousand acres surrounding the city Is now being opnstruc ted,
Mining developments In the adjacent mountains are showing up very promising values. Building stone of superior quality li
quarried nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, w hlch is near, affords excellent
grazing for large number of cattle and horseB at a nominal cost.
Stock raising Is a profitable business. '
A great natural pleasure ground abounds .in this National
"
Forest, with Its grand scenery. Its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access of the city are
seekers.
open all the year for health or pie-su-

THIS
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the exhilarating rush through space
will be most beneficial to health and
afford more pleasure than any known
sport.
made
"Ever since Grahame-Whit- e
his sensational flight in Washington
we have all taken a deep interest in DENVER MAN MAKES
WILL MAKE PAPER
flying," she said. "There Is no doubt
that the school will be a go. I find
A UNIQUE REQUEST
FROM JPINON TREES
in talking it among my friends that
it.
they are thoroughly aroused by
Dress? Oh, it's too early to discuss WOULD
PATRONIZE
POSTAL WOOD OF WHICH THERE ARE
that- - We will have to have some
BANKS PROVIDING UNCLE SAM
GREAT QUANTITIES IN NEW
sort of suitable dress, of course."
PAID EXPENSES
MEXICO. VALUABLE
More Serious Than Dress
re

Far more serious, even to women-kind-,
than dress, is the style of ma
chine to be used. No definite plansH
have yet been made in this regard.
It is the intention to use the safest
kind at the start, such as the Curtlss or Wright machines, and then
the monoplane, which is a faster
,

machine, but somewhat more dangerous, will be used, according to the
present opinions of the enthusiasts.
The style of machine to be selected
will be determined only after practical tests of all kinds have been
made by those competent to Judge
of their supltabillty to the needs of
the amateurs.
Next in order comes the question
of a corps of instructors, a sort of
school. They
faculty of the new
must be men trained by the best aviators, and they must be men, for be
it said, the "cause of woman" will receive no particular encouragement
from the school of aeronautics. Men
instructors will be engaged first. Yet
when women become thoroughly proficient, who knows tfhat may happen
One prospective member of the
club is to take her flights in an aeroplane built especially for her. Her
flying machine is to be graceful and
safe. It will not be of high power,
but. its speed will probably be . as
great as the' average woman amateur
Is likely to desire. The fair aviator,
though fearless, Is not foolhardy, and
is certain never to be known as a
scorcher on the air lanes, even if, at
she hopes, she becomes sufficiently
to make long
skillful in aviation
flights.
.

Washington, Feb. 23. First honors
for brazenness have been awarded
a citizen of Denver by Postmaster
General Hitchcock, who declared in
conferring the title that "for unalloyed gall, this person is in a class by
himself." The title was won by the
following letter:
"Dear Mr. Postmaster General: I
live in Denver and I am. Informed that
the only postal savings bank In Colorado is in Leadville. Knowing that
you want to make a go of these
banks, I make the following proposition to you: "I will deposit $500 in
your bank at Leadville if you will
pay my expenses to and from that
city."
The proposition was rejected and
the writer's name withheld.

Pinon wood, of which there is millions of feet in New Mexico, and
heretofore considered worthless, will
be converted into wood pulp for the
making of paper.
Forestry offlcla's have announced
that the government would use this
wood for the manufacture of paper.
The department of agriculture has
Seen experimenting for years to find
a use for this species of pine tree.
The pinon tree is scrubby, about
12 feet in height
and only a few
inches in circumference.
The trees
grow thickly in New Mexico. Their
use will create millions of dollars in
revenue.

Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
remedy for backache, rheumatism and
urinary Irregularities. They are tonlo
In
quick In results and afford
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon a action, relief
from all kidney disorprompt
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- ders.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Crass
rels on the bar.
Drug Co.

For the mother in the home to be
strong and well, able to devote her
time and strength to the rearing of
children, Is one of life's greatest
blessings. Often the bearing of
children injures the mother's health,
i
If she has not prepared her system
OS&QqQdQooGOO00SJ
in advance for the important event.
Women who use Mother's Friend are saved much of the discomfort and suffering
so common with expectant mothers.
It is a penetrating oil that thoroughly lubricates every muscle, nerve and tendon Involved at such times, and thus promotes
physical comfort. It aids nature by expanding the skin and tissues and per
fectly prepares the system for the
oming of baby. Mother's Friend
assures a quick and natural recovery
m
for every woman who uses it. It is
for sale at drug stores. Write for
free book for expectant mothers.
BRAD FIELD REGTJLATOH CO,
'
Atlanta. Ga.
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made to believe it. They fondly im and the formation of ' committees, like protection Is declared under tie'
agine that by adorning themselves the proceedings of the convention, proposed low of the new state. It is
ESTABLISHED 117
according to the styles laid down by the constitution itself, by the things eotorkms, however, thai, owing to sathe modish' authorities they are add it contains ana fails-to
contain, the loon Influences and to racial prejudthese laws is
PUBLISHED BY
fe- - ges, conviction under
Nothing jokers, the; peculiar: wording,-thing to their attractiveness.
of the sort, of course, but what is fj action of important amendments 'to so difficult that their protection Is utTHE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
the use of arguing? They are going it, are not in harmony With funda- terly Inadequate. We aver that only
IKOOHPOBATID
prohibition of the liquor
to do it anyway and really it does mental principles of a government of, by state-wid- e
mak- traffic can the Indians' 'tie 'saved from
ttw
that
the
and
no
for
sorrow
and
to
by
people;
harm, except
M. M. PADGETT... .
bring
Editor
jealousies to that faction of feminin ing of the constitution was dominated the ravages of alcoholism. We long
attor- for the same protection In behalf of
ity that desires to be but can't always by a half dozen men, salaried
afford to be in the very height of neys or special friends of corpora- our native Mexican and our American
tions; that the president of the con- populations but the Indian is peculfashion.
woman
If
Entered it the Postoffico at East
the average
grown vention himself was such, being the iarly a ward of the whole nation, and
Las Vegae, New Mexico, for transmis- woman, that is realized what ' an salaried f attorney for a railroad of should net be left to the doubtful
sion through the United States Mail awkward and unpleasant spectacle she the territory, and of one or more mercy of the local politics and prewith an judices.
second ciatt matter.
presents
mincing long the street other large corporations,
the
6. The election ratifying the constiupon
in a "hobble," she might be induced enormous fee contingent
con- tution was carried by the fear of many
and
constitution
the
of
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
to abandon the thing in favor of adoption
Fe coun- that otherwise statehood might be deCa iy Per Year, by Carrier
....$7.50 sensible and attractive dress. But sequent validation of Santa
lead- layed, our progress retarded, and the
floor
the
that
railroad
bonds;
Dany Per Month, by Carrier...
.65 that realization can never come. One ty
D ly
Por Week, by Carrier .. .15 woman in a "hobble" will laugh at er of the "majority," who was also abuses under which we have been livcommit- ing be indefinitely continued.
But
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
the appearance of another woman in chairman of the legislative
at- besides this a strong effort was made
well
known
was
a
rer Year, by Mail
corporation
tee,
2.00 a "hobble," but the first woman will
81
chairman of the on the part of political leaders to arMontha
1.00 not for a moment believe that she torney; that the
Advertisers are guaranteed, the herself is quite as fantastic. That is committee on corporations, was for bitrarily control the results at the
largest daily and weekly circulation one of the odd things about fashion years past the chairman of the Re- polls. In evidence of this we subof the mit (Exhibit A) a copy of a letter
of any newspaper in northeastern New
It often makes a whole company ab publican central committee
comcor- from the Republican central
Mexico.
well
a
and
recognized
surd, but no individual will admit territory
of ihe mittee in which county chairmen were
sixteen
that
friend;
poration
in
its personal appli
the indictment
ablest delegates in the convention urged to "Be sure if you can see that
COLORADO TELEPHONE
cation.
Business Office
Main 2
It were lawyers regularly or Intermit no ballots against the constitution
Let the "harem" skirt come.
Editorial Rooms
Main 2 will serve to occupy otherwise idle tently in corporation employ; that of are printed." This letter was made
d
were public before the election and the bal8oclety
Main 2 and unhappy minds of some women, the 100 delegates, over
twantv
or
lots were printed, but in many places
the
fifteen
that
lawyers;
men
as some vain and grotesque
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1911. just
themselves
showed
sellers
they were withheld from the people
attired in 'gaudy and bizarre cloth' liquor
or made so difficult of access as to
and
to
the
interests,"
"special
friendly
ing misinterpret the smiles of those
a free use of the same.
measures
OUTLOOK FOR SPItINO
di
all
for
discourage
squarely
against
us
let
them.
But
thank
about
high
comes to us, which we bealso
Advice
submisrect
and
against
legislation
heaven that there arestlll plenty of
Washington's birthday has come beautiful and attractive women who sion of any prohibition measure, even lieve to be true, that In a number of
and gone, and winter is almost over. will continue to dress In good taste as a separate question, to a vote of workmen's camps men were voted
overseers.
For them
the the people; that nineteen Republicans under the direction of the
March la the first month of spring, and simplicity.
our notice
to
and
From
dele
coming
all
democratic
reports
practically
a
will
remain
thing
and although officially, according to "harem" skirt
and supThere is really no gates were elected and came under we believe that intimidation
preposterous.
willnot be here
votes was prominent in
the calendar, spring
of
to
constit
their
unequivocal
pression
pledge
need for worry.
uents to support provisions for direct some counties.
for four weeks yet, nevertheless,
but were whipped into
Now, therefore, we respeotfully pe
legislation,
commercially, March is supposed to
line by party organization, the caucus tition that, before the said proposed
DEFEAT
STATEHOOD
TO
PLOT
usher in spring trade and spring con
being in session almost as much as constitution be ratified by the con
ditions.
the convention itself; that there gress and the president of the United
(Continued From Page One)
The season holds forth greater
never was a convention more com States, an investigation be made of
promise to Las Vegas than any prior waive other considerations. Under pletely under domination of a few the truth of these allegations, and of
one in the history of tha city. Busi- such conditions, a corrupt political .bosses than this one was under the the political conditions in New Mex
ness is prosperous here now and will machine, in full power during the control of salaried corporation law- ico.
yers or special friends of the "inter
be more bo, especially with the great convention, and with the help of spe
that Article 11 shows this; that
ests;"
Exhibit A.
Influx of population that is certain cial Interests, has held up the terri a question petitioned for by 10,000
0
(COPY)
tory for an apparent jnajority of
.
to come during the spring months
Republican Central Committee,
votes in favor of a constitution people, prohibition of the beverage
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 9, 1911
consequent upon the attainment of that is unworthy and inadequate to liquor traffic, was referred to two
the chairman in each Hon.
committees,
of
the
statehood.
protect the permanent interests
case being a liquor seller; that the
-- N. M.
Real estate conditions are sure to people. We believe in the rule of the committee on
nono
gave
prohibition
But we believe that a
Dear Sir:
improve; trading conditions bid fair majority.
tice of its one short hearing;
that I enclose herewith a blank ballot
larger constituency than the present
to be better than at any time since
hundreds who wished to appear besimilar to- - which you must see that
population of New Mexico is now lethe panic of 1907; industrial condi- gally concerned, and in the future fore the committee were denied such your ballots are printed in your
that in naming said
tions, locally at least, are distinctly will be more personally concerned in opportunity;
county.
names
committee
of an eminent Judge
Be sure and get them out as quickly
on the mend.
In fact everything the pending decision as to the funda of the
supreme court, president of as you can and file with the county
mental law of this proposed state. We
a
to
successful season, and it
points
to that constituency through the Agricultural college, suggested by clerk of your county , a copy of the
rests with Las Vegas itself to make appeal
the federal government at Washing temperance people, were Ignored, but same.
the season live up to or even exceed ton. We raise a question as to the against protest two liquor sellers
While this is not material it is al
election returns on this proposed named instead.
its promise.
ways best to be on the safe side.
5.
The constitution as formed ex
Be sure if you can to see that no
Las Vegas is reckoned Just now constitution representing the actuul
hibits
among others the following ballots against the constitution are
New Mexico. We claim
of
judgment
the best town in New Mexico, so far
that the will of majorities is not points of recklessness with respect to printed.
as prospects are concerned. Every- therein
The poll books which are sent have
safeguarded for the future. the interests of the people:
a. New Mexico has never enjoyed instructions
where it is conceded that conditions The fundamental principle of repub
printed on the front
here are better than they are in any lican government as promised by the a secret ballot, and in many quarters thereof relative to swearing of the
has not been accustomed to a fair judges and clerks of election. On the
other city in the territory. It only constitution of the United States to
each and every commonwealth is here count. Under the present system It back of said books also instructions
requires the realization of this fact at stake. We have
nothing good to ia notorious that a proper registration regarding the returns of election.
at home and the proper consequent expect from the
political forces in of the popular will cannot be secured.
Kindly see that the clerks and
effort by the people of this city to ex- this territory as at present constitut- Yet the proposed constitution offers judges follow these instructions to the
tract the last pennyweight of advan-tag- e ed. Our only hope Is that the na- no adequate safeguard to this first letter.
of republican government.
Hoping that your county will give
from these conditions, and there tional authorities at Washington may requisite
insist on the necessary provisions in The admission of New Mexico under ua a large majority I am
are abundant signs that this realizathe constitution before they ratify the this document is believed to insure
Resp'y.
tion has come.
J. D. SENA,
same; or may condition such ratifica- us long years of corruption and vio (Siened)
Therefore Las Vegas may greet the tion on the immediate submission to lence before the citizens can wors
Secretary.
Exhibit B
coming spring confidently and hope- the people of New Mexico of such out any sort of security in their sov
ereign rights.
The legislature of 1909 approprifully, confident that it will be the amendments as may insure to them
the rights and interests of citizens.
b. There is no fair attempt to safe- ated for the various charitable insti
best season the city has ever enjoy2. We believe and allege that a guard the new state against undue tutions and
hospitals of New Mexico
ed, and hopeful that it will be the
thorough congressional investigation influences of corporations and syndi- the following sums, as referred to in
percursor of an enduring period of will show that the election of dele- cates. The devices that have been Article IV, Section 31, and distributed
prosperity and progress for this com- gates to the constitutional convention found necessary In other states to pro- as follows:
munity, which should, measured by was corrupted by the improper use tect republican procedure from the St. Vincent's hospital Santa Fe. .$3600
of money; and by intimidation and encroachments of industrial combina- Grant
County hospital, Silver
its advantages of location and naturcoercion; that the saloons were open tions are either left out or are emas1800
..."
City
al resources, be easily the foremost
on election day and influenced the culated by the form of enactment.
Sisters of Mercy hospital, Silver
city of New Mexico.
election of delegates in various parts
c. The school lands of the new
1800
City
o
of New Mexico, contrary to law; that state are exposed to exploitation by Ladies' hospital, Deming
1800
liquor flowed freely; that men went political rings. What has occurred Eddy County hospital, Carlsbad. 1800
THE "HAREM" SKIKT to the polls intoxicated; that at least in the past, and what may occur in Relief
3000
Society, Las Vegas
in one case returns were so "fixed" the future along this line, can be in Sister's
hospital, Albuquerque... 2400
There is quite a stir in a small
as to give the election to one when it ferred from the action of the present Gallup hospital, Gallup
2000
way just now in this locality over the really belonged to
another; that there congressional
1800
delegate from New St. Mary's hospital, Roswell
possibility of the "harem" skirt be- is reason to doubt that other dele- Mexico, who has recently framed a Sisters of Loretto, Mora
1000
coming the fashionable fad. But gates would have been elected had it bill to donate 300,000 acres of New Sisters of Loretto, Las Cruces. . 1000
None of the above Institutions are
there is no cause for alarm. A cer- not been for the lavish use of money; Mexico land to a private citizen for
and that there were various other ir- a, special interest. The method under under control of any Protestant retain number of those women who
the constitution would be different, ligious denomination, while over one
regularities.
always seek the extreme and con
3. That the membership of the but the same sort of politics could find half are under Catholic management
spicuous in dress will doubtless ac convention
and control. The constitution makes
represented strongly the its opportunity.
cept the "harem" 6kirt if it will lend
d. The American principle of sep provision for future appropriations
that the Internal
"special
interests;"
itself to their requirements, and it revenue
records show fifteen liquor aratlon between church and state has for these latter, while all Institutions
may even become generally worn, seller
delegates, while special inside not been rigidly observed under the under Protestant control in the fuBut the "harem" skirt need not be information
says there were positive- territorial government. The principle ture are barred from any appropriaviewed
as a national calamity. ly twenty,
including one or more is declared in the proposed constitu- tions. The discrimination is evident.
There was quite as much consterna wholesale
liquor sellers; that It is tion, but it Is violated in Article IV,
tion over the "sheath" gown and
commonly understood that In addi- Section 31. Exhibit B. shows the list
La Grippe Coughs
later over the "hobble," and the re tion at least one delegate was elected of preferred institutions, of which
Strain and weaken the system and
public survived.
to represent the liquor dealers in the 'five are civio institutions, while six If not checked may develop into pneuIt has been demonstrated
that convention that it is an open fact ajre Roman Catholic schools and hos- monia. No danger of this when Folpractically any sort of apparel that 'that he is now and was then their pitals, '.No limit is placed on the, ey's Honey and Tar is taken promptly.
receives the approval of the ultra attorney in pending suits for law-- , vio- "amount' of funds that may thus be It ia a reliable family medicine for. all
colds, and acts quickly and
fashionable set of Paris, London and lation; that these "Interests"'''' were diverted .Iromi the proper civil admin- coughs and In
cases of croup. Refuse
effectively
New York will be adopted by the active in securing and did secure the istration Mteligious
partisanship is subsititues. O. G. Schaefer and Red
"lesser lights" whose ambition is to election of attorneys for," or special also, thereby, forced into politics at Cross Drug Co.
follow the leader in these matters. friends of, the "Interests," that $20. every election of a state legislature.
The .sheath gown was a monstros- 000 was contributed by the combined
e. The Indian populations' .within
Tony Faust Budwelier Deer it
and :i (one
ity and the fltobble was ridicnlouft "interests" to secure the election of our borders have been under pdjpro-tectlo- on tap at the Opera:
c
and the "harem may be 6llly.? But men' favorable to them.
of federal law with respect of the finest draft beers, served over
'
the wearers thereof can never be 4. That the Inadequate hearings to the sale of Intoxicating liquors, and any bar in the city. ... .v (
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ELECTRIC LAMPS

AlJ

HOMESICK

f

'

i

Home

The Kind to Decorate the
There as a pathetio little poem
called "Homesick" which is going the
rounds of the press and which many
a man andwQinan far' away from the
little eld house shaded by the big
trees will appreciate, for they have
often sung that same song all to
The Pest at Moderate Prices
themselves. Perhaps in the twilight
when they thought of the mother sitting there by the window and looking
out over the great fields straining
her eyes and seeing in her Imagination the great city where her children
606 DOUGLAS AVE.
live and work. Or, perhaps it has
come to us on a dark day when the
clouds hung so low that we thought
the sun would never shine again, but
the little refrain has sung itself in all
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
our hearts, for we have all had our
homesick days, and the mother back
there in the little brown house knows
ket steady to weak. Native steers,
flONEY AND STOCKS
it and that is one of the compensasouthern steers, $3
New York, Feb. 23. Call money $5.306.60;
tions of motherhood to know that in
cows and heifers, $3.50
southern
5.90;
2
times of distress and on troublous 2
per cent. Prime mercan5; native cows and heifers, $36;
cent.
Mexican
2
tile paper
per
days the heart cries out for her.
and feeders, $4.505.85;
Su- stockers
dollars 45. Amalgamated 64
bulls
calves, $4.508.25;
$45.10;
a
There's
little, old brown house gar 119.
105. Great
Atchison
western
$3 6; western cows,
steers,
where my folks live.
CenYork
New
Northern, pfd. 129
And I want to go home! L want to tral 111
$3.255.
Pacific
Northern
go home!
Hogs 15,000. Market 6 cents low159
Southern Pacific 119
There's a giant elm before It, with its
er.
Bulk, $7.107.3O; heavy, $7.15
179.
Steel 81; pfd.
Union Pacific
great arms reaching o'er it
7.25; packers and butchers, $7.15
1119 4.
I am longing for the love that I know
7.35; light, $7.257.35.
they long to give,
10 cents
Sheep 4,000. Market
WOOL ,
And I want to go home to my mother!
lower.
Muttons,
$44.65; lambs,
St. Louis, Feb. 23. Wool Market
There's a little, low kitchen, where the
and yearlings,
fed
wethers
is unchanged. Territory and western $5.256;
firelight glows
fed western ewes, $4
$4.255.75;
16
I want to go home! Oh! I want to go mediums, 1922;. fine mediums
4.30.
18; fine, 1213.
home!
And my mother sitting there, in her
old red, rocking chair.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
flETAL
It is little of my homesickness and
ad,
Feb. 23. Cattle, 6,000.
dull,
New
Feb.
Chicago,
York,
longing that she knows
to weak. Beeves, $5
slow
Market
standard
quiet.
copper,
But I want to go home to my mother! $4.404.50;
silver
Texas
March
and
steers, $4.255.60;
6.80;
$12.1512.25;
Spot
'Tis not that I'm a child with two of
'
western steers, $4.605.10; stockers
92
own-But
my
and feeders, $3.805.80; cows and
I want to go home! How I want
heifers, $2.6O5.70; calves, $7.50
to go home!
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
9.50.
For the longing is upon me Oh, and
hicago, Feb 23. Wheat, May 89
Hogs 28,000. Market weak to 5
hard it presses upon me,
.
Corn May, cents lower.
July 87
Light,
$7.257.60;
For my old home and mother, she is 48
Oats, mixed
July 49
heavy, $6.95
$7.057.45;
sitting there alone,'
July 31
May 31
7.35; rough, $6.957.15; good to
And I want to go home to my mother!
July fl7.12. choice heavy, $7.157.35; pigs, $7.40
Mayv ?17.87
Ribs
Lard, May $9.45; July $9.37
7.70; bulk, $7.207.35.
When her child is in danger a wo- May $9.70l-2- ; July $9.32
Sheep 25,000. Market weak to 15
man will risk her life to protect it.
cents lower.
Native, $3. 10 4. 75;
No great act of heroism or risk of life
'
Is necessary to protect a child from
.
LIVESTOCK
CITY
KANSAS
yearlings,
western,
$3.154.80;
Give
Chamberlain's
Cough
croup.
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 23. Cattle, $4.755.75; lambs and natives, $5
avoided.
Remedy and all danger is
4,500, including 200 southerns. Mar 6.30; western, $5.256.30.
For sale by all druggists.
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BADLY CUT IN A

5H!ERS0NALS
J,

H. M- - Jenklnnson of St. Louis is a
guest at! the Castaneda hotel.
E. A. Thomas of Denver was ft
business irisor in this city today.

atcst SDeet

and

man who knows how

ROMEROS' BIG

COLLISION WITH

lflusic

BALL BRILLIANT

GLASS DOOR

THE POPULAR SONG HITS

SUCCESS

a -- I
lasi
returned
,whythe man on
Good-by- e
Old Pal
whom
from
a
night
New
ta
purchasing
DOUGHERTY
NURSING
trip
CHARLES
everything depends.
You Go In Mr. Friend of Mine,
Our
York
;
City.
responsibility is never
PAINFUL INJURIES DUE TO
i .
I'll Stay Out Hefe
ost sight of for a
H. K. Tuck Of Clinton, la.. Is visiti
moment
Leaf by Leaf the Roses Fall
ACCIDENT AT Y. M. C. A.
in prescription
filling. Every
ing hero a few days on a tour of
"Tho' the Silver iThreads
prescription
the southwest, t
leaving
our
Among the Gold, I Love
store is faultless from
In
a
collision
violent
with
the
plate
B- - W.
any
You Just the Same"
Wengel
lEenver
arrived
standpoint that you
last night and Is making Las Vegas glass panel in one of the front doors Love Me, Let the World Go By
take. You may feel may
M.
of
C. A., Charles Dougherthe Y.
safe
a short business visit.
Louisiana Rag
ana sure ir we nil
ty yesterday afternoon put the panel
your
Roses of Love
John Pugh returned this afternoon out for the count.
. prescription.
During the enCome
to his home-i- n
Along My Mandy
Wagon Mound after gagement, however, Dougherty receiv
Kiss Me, My Honey, Kiss Me
having been-fcer- e
several days.
ed an uppercut in the nose from the
Ogalalla
E. E. Fo!ftpho travels for Harga- - fast
expiring panel. He was assisted
WINTERS DRUG CO.
Silver Bell
dlne and McKjttrick of St. Louis and by his seconds to the office of a docSoma of Those Days
wno is an,oUHi.me visitor to Las
tor, where a gash more than an inch Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland
Phone Main 3
is, .here., today
calling on his long was hemstitched together by the
trade.
skillful M. D. Dougherty also got a
Selections From Light Operas
R. B. Schoonmaker" returned today number of smaller cuts
on his
from Harvey's unner ranch
where hands.
Gome in and Hear Them
he had been for a few days. He reThe door deserved to get Knocked
ported snow continued to fall there out. It attempted to break into an Played on the CABLE-NELSOuntil
noon yesterdav.
PIANOS of Which We
argument between Dougherty and
A
Charles A. Spiess was expected to Eddie Maloney. It was not even an
are the Agents
arrive this afternoon or this evening Innocent
Bystander."
Cougherty
from "Washington where he went for was sitting peacefully in front of the
the purpose of working for the ap- big open Are place in which a cheerproval of the constitution
for the ful fire was burning. He was quoting
new state. Mr. Spiess also visited Browning to himself and thinking
BEEF
New York during his two weeks' ab about writing a poem when Maloney,
Opposite Y. M. O. A.. E. LaslVegas
sence from Las Vegas.
in a spirit of fun, tapped him lightly
PORK
on the back of the head and then
to use a slang phrase "beat It."
MUTTON
DUMB CHILLS AND FEVER
Dougherty gave chase. Maloney RECORD-BREAKIN- G
Tex. lave
VEAL
years sped down the stairs leading from the
ijougiasviue,
ago, I was caught in the rain at the lobby, gaining speed at
every jump.
SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
CHICKENS
wrong time," writes Miss Edna Ruth Dougherty was
right after him. Here
of
erford,
Douglasville, "and from is where the door either did the
HAMS AND
that jtime, was taken with dumb
stunt of
to TO DATE 1,758 PUPILS ARE IN AT
BACON"
chills and fevers, and suffered more interfere In an "Affair attempting beof Honor"
TENDANCE
BOYS OUTNUMthan I can tell. I tried everything tween two
gentlemen or tried to be
BER
GIRLS
that I thought would help,' and had a peacemaker. Whichever it
was, it
four different doctors, but got no re was
fatal to the door.
JOHN. A. PAPEN
To this date the public schools of
lief, so I began to take Cardui. Now
As Maloney sped out, the door cast
I feel better than In many months."
San
Miguel county have an enroll
Its protective arm about him by shut
PHONE 144 AND 145.
ment ror tnis year or 1,758, a con
Cardui does one thing, and does it
would
that
ting up
everybody knew siderable increase over
well. That's the secret of its 50
the total enwhen and how to Imitate a door in
rollment of last year. Of this num
years of success. As a tonic, there this respect.
Dougherty collided vlo ber 1,067 are.
is nothing in the drugstore like It.
boys and 691 are girls.
lenty with the panel, sticking his These
are taken from the reAs a remedy for women's ills, It has
figures
tight hand clear through its sotar port of Dr. M. F. Des
no- equal.' Try it.
Marais, counPrice $1.
TWO ARRESTS BY
and
plexus
badly injuring its appen ty
of schools, which
superintendent
dix. The door retaliated by soaking
was prepared for presentation to J.
him in the nose. This morning, the E3.
CHI
PHI
CONVENTION
MOUNTEDPOLICEMEN
Clark, territorial superintendent of
New York, Feb. 23. With an at Y. M. C. A. was minus a pane while public instruction.
tendance of graduates from nearly u Dougherty is plus several varieties of
This year school has been conductUHC CltlSUWLK ALLLbLU MUttSt score of the leading universities and pains.
ed in fifty-eigschool districts. Ten
Playfulness was the cause of the of these have not as yet made their
colleges, of the country, the Chi Phi
STEALER, OTHER A WIFE
Dougherty and Maloney reports to the county superintendent.
fraternity began its seventieth an- accident.
.DESERTER
nual convention in this city today, were pulling off their little stunt In In seventeen districts no school has
As- - perfect good feeling. The Injuries of been held because of the
lack of
.Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 23. Mounted with headquarters at the Hotel
Is
T.
tor.
funds.
Elbridge
Gerry
presiding Dougherty are not serious.
Policeman E. L. Street of Tucumcarl,
over the sessions, which will last all
It Is interesting to note the num
arrested Tom Elva at Tularosa, N. M.,
PLAGUE WIPES OUT VILLAGE
the remainder of the week.
ber of pupils in each grade. The first
through
the
horses
in
of
a
bunch
for stealing
St. Petersburg, Feb. 23. A tele grade, as usual, leads, having a total
Outside of the ordinary routine of
Sacramento mountains, and took him
from Harbin, reports the grew-som- e enrollment of 990, of which. 440 are
gram
consider
will
convention
business the
to Santa Rosa for a hearing.' Elva
discovery of a Chinese village girls.
the matter of a suitable memorial to
Is a much wanted individual and Is
In which the entire population
there.
chlet
The second grade has 405 pupils of
the late Melville W. Fuller,
charged with stealing horses from Justice of the supreme court of the was dead from the plague.
Many whom 125 are girls. The third grade
of
native
a
the Bell ranch. He is
United States, who was among the bodies lay in the open air and were Is attended by 208 boys and girls.
covered only with snow.
the latter numbering seventy-sevemost prominent members of the
Texas authorities for stealing horses
It Is in the fourth grade that the at
at Ysleta near El Paso. It Is every
.
IT'S FOOD
tendance begins to diminish more ra
likely that a requisition for him by
ninety puThat Restoresand Makes Health pidly, that grade having
the governor of Texas will be honortwenty-fiv- e
are girls.
whom
of
pils,
AT
KITCHEN RANGE
Possible
ed.
The fifth grade has forty pupils of
Deputy Sheriff Dick Lewis of Albu
whom thirteen are girls. In the
PIERCE HQMEEXPLODES There are stomach specialists as sixth grade there are nine girls and
querque came here yesterday to take
well as eye and ear and other spe- twelve boys and in the seventh grade
with him Guadalupe Borrego, who Is
.
cialists.
wanted on the charge of wife abanthere are two, one boy and one girl.
One of these told a young lady, of There is hut one pupil taking eighth
donment. However, Borrego main- FROZEN WATER FRONT CAUSED
DISASTER THIS MORNING-- NO
New Brunswick, N. J., to quit medi- grade work this year. This one is of
tains that he wants to live in Santa
She says; the
cines and eat Grape-NutLIVES LOST
Fe and that his wife, who is In Albugentler Bex.
1"
For about 12 months I suffered
The showing made in the San Mi
querque, refuses to follow him.
I was unable
Captain Fornoff of the New Mexico
guel county schools this year is a
While resting "after the arduous la severely with gastritis.
Mounted Police has received the re- bors of building a fire in his kitchen to retain' much of anything on vny creditable one. Part of the time
was com- there has not been a sufficient number
signation of Mounted Policeman J. B. range about 6:30 o'clock this nio n stomach, and consequently
Arriba
occupation.
to
county.
my
Rio
give
up
Rusk of Chama,
of teachers to supply the demand.
ing. F. H. Pierce was startled to hear pelled
1 took quantities of medicine, and More than the usual number
Rusk was appointed December 1, a loud explosion in the culinary de
of dis1909, and Is well known throughout risirtmiit of his residence on Sixth had an idea I was dieting, dui i trict have had school and the ati
continued to suffer,, and soon .lost 15 tendance shows a healthy increase.
the territory.
street. He thought at lirsi wai
in weight. I was depressed Da. Des Marais expects to make even
bomb from the mitts of some Black nounds
at
In
In
the
city,
Best draught beer
spirits and lost interest In every- a better showing next year.
Hander had been hurled into his kit
trMiP.raiiv.
'
Mr mina waa bo
course.
(hinc
of
convinced
tbe Lobby,
chen. Then, he became
was
it
Impossible to be
that
that a slxjnch shell from the Mex- affectedInterested
TEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH
even
In
the lightest
humorist,
the
Marshal P. Wilder,
army had gone
ican revolutionist
Wills
Point, Tex. In a letter from
His
.matter.
stenographer.
astray and entered his- domicile. Don reading
Mrs. Victoria Stallingo
decid
I
Wills
months
Point,
"After1
for
suffering
a re
middle name Is PIckney.
ning the Sword of his Fathers,
He says: "I was afflicted with womanly
stomach
to
specialist.
a
to
ed
go
is
volver and a fierce 'look, which
and my heahi troubles, had a dreadful cough, and
put me on Grape-Nut- s
something Mr. Pierce finds difficult Kotron
It suffered awful pains. I certainly
immediately.
tn
imnrove
to place on his genial face, he enter
would have died, if I had not been re
new
life.
a
I ed the kitchen. He discovered his was the keynote of
too lieved by taking CarduL Now I am
been
I
had
eating
that
found
I
range had exploded, due to the fact much,
health than
starchy food which I did not stronger, and in better
the water front had been frozen durI can't say
In
life.
was
I
ever
which
my
cereals
the
fire was digest, and that
ing the night. When the
half enough for this great medicine."
too heavy.
been
had
had
tried
started the explosion occurred, ine
that it is not the quan- Do you need relief? Try Cardui for
soon
stove was somewhat damaged and tum proved
fnod
f
that one eats, hut the your womanly troubles. Its long recroom were
and several articles in the
'
ord of successful use is your guarantuto uu 'ecu quality.
ee- Thousands of ladies have been
to
able
go
Soap is cheaper than clothes rfiaarraneed. N 10SS OIthis
'was
I
weeks
"In a few
afternoon
and it pays, therefore, to get reported at latejhour
back to my old business of doing helped to health, and happiness by
the best soap, even for laundry
clerical work. I have continued to Cardui. It will surely help you. Try
RATE INCREASES DENIED
for both the morning a bottle today.
Grape-Nut- s
purposes. The best laundry Washington. Feb. 23. Both In the eat
I wake in the
meal.
ovontne
or,
soap made is a white soap eastern' and western rate cases the
mind and fee'
clear
a
If in need of trees or shrubbery see
an morning with
called
Monday," interstate commerce commission rail
"Sunny
lost weight in W. F. Calhoun or call at L. G. CalI
my
regained
rested.
the
that
afternoon
which contains no rosin and nounced this not entitled to any in- a short time. I am well and happy houn's real estate office and leave
were
is kind to clothes. One bar of roads
and owe it to Grape-Nuts.- "
your order. 608 Douglas avenue.
r.rease
in rates. The commission di again
Battle
Co.,
Postum
as
far
lven
Name
will
Sunnv Monday
go
by
aonroved the proposed advances and
as two bars of ordinary yellow ordered the carriers by March 10 to Creek. Mich.
in
new rafe3
Via nmnnaed
UCu "Th Road to Wellville'
..uunn
i
Wliuman
laundry soap which contains
Reason."
a
"There's
nkgs.
in effect.
rosgi; its use, therefore, means leaving the old rates
Ever read the above letter? A new
j;C0NTRACT0R and BUILDER
economy.
one appears from time to time. They Estimates 'Furriishedi on ;Alt Kinds of
see
auctioneer
an
of
need
in
When
are qenulne, true, and full of human Q Building Job Work a Specialty
W. F. Calhoun and get his prices. Sat
"
,rOpposite Optio
Interest.
V CITDRtNK' COMPANY
Phone, Main 336
isfaction guiMnieed.
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DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE PRESENT
ED ANIMATED SCENE AT
R

CARNIVAL

.,.

cuted under the direction of Ludwii
William Weld, foreman of the company, together with committees which
made up the entire membership .ot
u i
the organization.
assisted:
The following people
Judges, Mrs. Charles Greenclay; Miss
Marguerite Cunningham, Mrs. E. J.
McWenie, Charles H. Sporleder and
M. W. Browne.
Inspection commltee,
William Springer, K. D. Goodall and
J. F. Anton.
The committees of the hose company that arranged for the dance
were;..,,',

brilliant and successful than
us twenty-eigh- t
predecessors was the
twenty-nintcarannual
nival and ball of the E. Romero Hose
and Fire company, which was given
last evening in the Duncai opera
house. In spite of the bitter cold
weather every seat in the house was
filled by 7:30 o'clock and the aisles
were packed with spectators. When
dancing began at 8:30 the floor was
an animated mass of moving color.
Wierd, fantastic, comical and elaborate were the costumes. One hundred
and twelve maskers were on the
floor at 11 o'clock when the order to
unnmask was given.
This is the
largest number of costumed dancers
that has ever attended one of the 13.
Romero's big dances.
The hall was prettily decorated in
patriotic colors, which were used in
great profusion. On the stage two
orchestras dispensed alluring music.
In the spectators' galleries the rnos;
representative crowd of La3 Vegas
people that has been gathered together for many months looked on and
watched- the fun.
The K Romero's at 9:30 o'clock
marcnea into the hall as a guard of
honor for the king and queen of the
carnival, who were enthroned wit
much splendor. Mr. and Mrs. L. B
is.unKei were the monarchs
of the
dance They presided with much
vrace.
The prize waltz and cake walk were
of considerable interest to the spec
tators. So well did many of the
maskera dance that the judges were
obliged to have each of these num
bers repeated those receiving the
greater number of votes contesting
for honors.
At 11 o'clock when masks wereVe-moved, handsome prizes, donated by
progressive merchants of both city
and town, were presented to those
who were lucky enough to obtain a
decision of the Judges. After that
hour the floor was thrown open to
everybody present and dancing was enJoyed until a late hour.
The members of the E. Romero
company deserve much credit for the
success of the dance. The large crowd
was handled In such a manner 'as to
insure the pleasure and comfort of
everybody present, so well had the
arangements been worked out. Perfect order prevailed, the dignity of
the affair being preserved by the work
of the Inspection committee, which
was ready: to prevent the entrance into the hall of any objectionable characters. The financial affairs of the
dance have not as yet been entirely
settled but the firemen will realize a
nice sum for the support of their de.More

h

mid-wint- er

partment
"Always Watchful" is the motto of
the E. Romeros. They freely give of
their time and strength and often
risk their lives and health in the
performance of public service for
which they receive no remuneration.
Las Vegas was glad last night of the
opportunity for turning out and assisting the boys in their efforts to
raise money for the support of the
company.
The dance was planned and exe

ExecutiveL. W. Ilfeld, W. O.
C. H. Bally,
Wood, W. A. GIvens,
Louis Guerin, P. D. McEiroy, A. T.
Rogers, sr., Sec. Romero, Howard
Simpklns.
Finance and Ticket Office Gilbert
Rosenwald, Chas. S. Rogers.
Reception L. W. Ilfeld, W. O.
Wood, Wm. H. Stapp, Ed Simpson,
Louis Monsimer, Florentino Montoya,
Sec. Romero, C. H. Bally, Frank S.
Guerin, M. A. Ellsworth, Lucio Duran,
Chas. Shupp.
Door A. T. Rogers, sr, Louis Guerin, George Legg, M. M. Booth, W. A.
GIvens, A. T, Sena, G. H. SimpklnB,
Emll Tschann.
Floor P. D. McEiroy, Nick Papen,
Gilbert Guerin, Louis Shupp, W. H.
Booth, jr.
The Prize Winners
Prizes were awarded as follows:
King, L. B. Kunkle; queen, Mrs. L.
B. Kunkle.

v

Handsomest Costume Ladies' first,
Mrs. H. P. Brown, lady Elk; ladies'
second, butterfly girl, Mrs. Homer
Wean; Men's first, Arthur Minnium,
Minnehaha; Men's second, Spanish
cavalier, Charles Palmer.
Best Acted Character Ladles' first,
Mrs. O. M. Ward, Red
Ridinghood;
Ladles' second, Mrs. A. w. Green,
Ferndell; Men's first, Charles Minnium, Navajo Indian boy; Men's second, Sydney Regensberg, Ilfeld Ball
player.
Most Original
Costume Ladies'
first, Elsie Milford, Dutch girl; ladies' second, Rica Coors, Dutch girl;
Men's first, Robert Vasse, Death;
second, Lawrence Clark, lady of '76.
Most Ludicrous
Costume Ladles'
first, Louis Rudulph, lady of '76; ladies' second, Herbert Gehring, hobble
skirt girl; Men's first, Adolfo Perea,
Happy Hooligan; Men's second, Louis
Trambley, Irish boy.
Most Appropriate Costume Ladies'
first, Bridget Smith, states; Jadies'
second, Sylvia Savage, Optio girl;
men's first, A. F. Blackburne, Uncle
Sam; men's second, A. C. Erb,
chauffeur. . Best Dancer Prize Waltz
Mrs. Ar
thur Langston, Spanish dancer; O. L,
Augier, policeman.
Best Juvenile
Character Lionel
Johnnie
Ward, Sunbonnet baby;
Reed, Gir In yellow.
Cake Walk Minnie Wendt, Dora
thy Dainty; Otto Hay, clown.
Best Acted Clown F. M. Nares.
Inspection Committee One box of
"ropes."
Following is the complete list of
dancers with the characters represented by them: Carl Regensberg,
baseball boy; Sydney Ragepsberg.
baseball boy; Mrs. 0. T. Smith, Golden Crosses; Victor Augier, policeman; Frank Ludwig, Spanish senor;
Hyde Jones, cowboy; Frank Jones,
sailor; Etta Jones, sailor girl; Mrs.
H. p. Brown, lady Elk; Elsie Norman, Emily Jane school girl; Besslo
Norman, school girl; F, Doolln, Chinaman; Louis Tarmbley, Irish boy;
Frank Martinez, toreador; L,ino
Spanish cavalier; Mra. O. M.
Ward, Red Ridinghood; Lionel Ward,
Sunbonnet baby; O. M. Ward, Tam

"
many ihdfan (cTiief ; John Burks,
clown; Willie Falch, clown; Annie
Falch, Spanish lady; Justine Schwer-dwinge- r,
English girl; Ruby Ryan,
Irish girl; Madeline Carrigan, dancing girl; Anna Willoy, lady; Rica
Smith,
Coors, Dutch girl; Bridget
states! Gussie Becker, Tuflctsh princess; Zella Wollard, Cupid; Harry
Lorenzen, Domino; ' C, N. Robinson,
domino; Adolfo Perea, Happy Hooligan; M. A. Romero, young lady;
Charles A. Howj, Weary Willie; Ankid;
dres
Marquez, twenty-thre- e
Sarah Booth, Maid of Olden Times;
Bessie Gallegos, lady; F. N. Mares,
crown; Isabel Cutler, Sister of Charity; Mrs. L. B. Burt, old fashioned
girl; Mrs. A. T. Sena, New Mexico;
Mrs. M. M. Booth, gypsy girl; L. Martinez, sailor; Isabel Duran, sailor girl;
George Schlll, fireman; Charles Palmer, Spanish cavalier; Charles Trum-- x
bull, a cute little devil; Dr. C. S.
Dr. J. D. Hess,
Losey, Mephl3to;
Charming Chinaman; Manuel Henri-queJapanese Jonah; Louis Rudulph,
lady of '76; Lawrence Clark, another
lady of '76; Margaret Roth, Merry
Widow; Mrs. J. A. Eaton, black princess; J. A. Eaton, black prince; Minnie Wendt, Dorothy Dainty; Edith
Flaiz, Dorothy Dainty; Mrs. Arthur .
Langston, Spanish dancer; Josephine
Young, liberty; Hattie Durham; jester; May Young, pink domino; Nora
Trahey, French maid; E. Sena, cowboy; A. Sena, sweet sixteen; A. R.
Aragon, cowgirl; Mrs. Harry Maryln,
butterfly; L. K. Aber, sailor; C. Minnium, Navajo Indian x boy; Ernest
Blood, clown; May Martin, Juliette,
E. R. McCracken, Richard III; S. T.
Lester, Santa Claus, Ernest Guerin,
bull fighter, Lucy Lancaster, gipsy
girl; Rosey Lujan, Mexican girl; J.
Romero, Uncle Sam; F. Blackburn,
Uncle Sam; Matt McCall, clown;
Mrs. Matt McCall, Spanish dancing
girl;"" Mrs. Homer Wean, dancing
girl; John McGulre, Indian chief;
Robert Vasse, Death; Secundlno RoL. Delgado,
mero, negro minstrel;
neero minstrel; Goldlne Savage, Rog
ers Brothers 1847; Mrs. A. W. Green,
Ferndell; Sylvia Savage, Optic girl;
C. W. Barnes, Dutchman; O. S. May,
clown; W. F. Doll, Indian chief; J. E.
Young, Indian chief; E. H. Blahut,
Diablo; B. Roberts, Dutchman, Ed
Hasty, bad Indian chief; A. C. Erb,
chauffeur; Charles Lloyd, clown; Roy
Chappel. plainsman, Miguel Galindre,
Devil; A. G. Kenny, pare, A. Minnium, Minnehaha; Lee Crites, Indian
sport; Sam Hlckey, clown, Ed Han-Iochef; Grace Phillips, gipsy; Fred
Phillips, Romeo.
z,

n,

and other ilia, due to an inactive condi
tion of the Liver, Stomach and Bowel,
may be obtained most pleatantly and
mod promptly by using Syrup of figs
and Elixir of Senna. It is not a new
and untried remedy, but is tued by
millions of weB4nf onned famuiet throughout the world to cleanse and sweeten
and strengthen the system whenever a
laxative remedy is needed.
When buying note the fuD name
of the Company California Fig Syrup
Co. printed on every package of the
genuine.

Regular price 50 per hot one se only.
For tale by all leading drogguta.
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San MiguelNationa I Bank
CapHmlPmldln

X
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Frank Revell,
'

9100,000.00

Las Utqas

J. M.

CUNNINOHAM,

President,

FRANK 8PRINOER, VlcePrwIdent,
D. T. HOSK1NS, Caihler,
f. B. JANUARY, Asrt. Cariiler.

Surplus
$80,000.00
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Interest Paid on Time Deposits
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WhichlSide are You On?
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ft

ft.

ft
ft'
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ii
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Of course it is easy to spend, but it is not as hard
The essential point, in
to save as vou imagine.
We are ready to
start.
is
to
banking your money
open

A Savings Account

ft
ft
ft
ft

with you on a deposit as small as one dollar
will pay you interest from the day we
money. Make your start now.

receive-,your,.)(;,

ft

We
,
li

i.o:

LAS VEGAS: SAVINGS B&IIK
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RESTAURANT AND CAFE

Three Thousand
OF COMPARISON
($3000.00) Dollars,
generally deal In all kinds and class- CERTIFICATE
LOBBY
the same being the amount with THE
Office
of
Mexico.
of
New
Territory
and
negotibonds,
of
es
securities,
of
OfOce
Mexico.
Tct.U47 if N
com
which the corporation
shall
SHORT .ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
able instruments and chosen in ac- the Secretary.
h
mence
follows:
as
are
of
the
Nathan
business,
I,
Jaffa, Secretary
evidences of IndebtedHANDLED
I. NiiUa Jfe. Secretary of the tion, and other
Amt THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS
Shares
on percentage on Territory of New Mexico, do hereby Name and Address
loan
to
money
ness,
do
hereby
Me
N
ilea,
Twn'.ury
both real and certify that there was filed for rec Albert G. Adams, Gas
xlvf was filed for rec all kinds of securities
crmV.j
10
$1000.QO
k
con, N, M
ord in this office at Two o'clock p.
ord la IhU office at ueim ocioca personal.
Leo M. Tipton, East
the
on
of
"day
m.,
Eighth
February,
other
and
bonds
To issue notes,
of February.
a. m. on the Ttird
1000.00
Las Vegas, N. M.... 10
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
of Indebtedness and to se- A D. 1911: Articles of Incorporation
A. I.
Anklt of Incorporation evidences same
Herbert
No.
Ranch
East
Roclada
of
6677,
Clark,
Company,
trust
W,
by mortgages,
Land Company. No. cure the
of Tea
1000.00
Las Vegas, N. M....' 10
conand also, that I have compared the
compared deeds and other securities. To
. and a'po. that I
.Thursday, sleep at the eighth ru.
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F A A.
with
the
the
of
same,
copy
following
and
states
In
other
business
duct
with
lh folio Inf ropy of the same,
Visiting brothers always welcomt
Regular com in u i
now on file, and de
$3000.00
and have one or more offices original thereof
the wigwam. E. E. Gehrin.
V
the ortdnal thereof now on file, and
ARTICLE VI.
cation first an J
New Mex- clare it to be a correct transcript
H. Davis, chief of
Walt
sachem;
detlar It to t- - a correct transcript outside of the Territory of
Term The term for which this
therefrom and of the whole thereof.
third Thursday m
ico.
of wampum.
thereof.
whole
collector
and
the
of
records
snd
therefrom
.Given under my hand and the corporation is to exist is fifty (50)
each month. VisitIn general, to do and perform any
Give unW my hand and the Great
Meets first and third Tuesdaj
incidental Great Seal of the Territory of New years.
ing brothers cor F. O.
Sea! of the Territory of New Mexico, and all acts or things,
each month, at Fraternal
W.
In
we
here
of
Santa
have
Witness
at
the
H.
the
evenings
Whereof,
Fe,
Mexico,
out
City
Stapp,
William
invited.
in
carrying
dially
at the City of Bants Fe. the Capital, necessary or proper
ba1. Visiting Brothers
unto
brotherhood
of
Februour
and
this
set
seals
on
hands
this
Eighth day
ob Capital,
M.; Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary
on thl Third day of February. A. D. nv nr olthr of the aforesaid
are cordially invited. B. F. McGulre.
6th day of February, A. D. 1911.
ary, A. D. .1911.
jects.
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
1911.
NATHAN
President; E. C. Ward. Secretary
JAFFA,
(Signed)
The enumeration or specification (Seal)
NATHAN JAFFA.
KNIGHTS lfeiviri.n- .
EAR
- .
(Sea!)
lu f
G. ADAMS,
ALBERT
New Mexico.
of
(Seal)
nv.
or
Secretary
herein of any object, purposes
concia.?- - second J. E. ROSEN WALU LUUUt
Regular
Fixrrtary of New Mexico.
M.
LEO
Tuesof
TIPTON.
of
Roclada
Articles
(Seal)
first
B
be
Incorporation
I.
Meets
every
not
B.
O.
shall
in each month at
Tuaso
Certificate of Incorporation of Ten power of said company
HERBERT W. CLARK, (Seal)
Ranch Company
held to limit or restrict in any man
day of the month in the vestry
7:30
p. m. CD.
at
tend
Masonic
Lakes
Company
Tsmple
Optic's Number, Main 2.
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
We, the undersigned,, citizens of the Territory of New Mexico,
said
of
ner
the
corporation.
powers
Charles
Tamme,
S.
Bonner,
C;
lie It Knoan: That we the under
County of San Miguel, ss.
United States of America, do hereby
ARTICLE- - 4.
p. m. Visiting brothers are
o'clock,
On this 6th day of February, A. D. Kecorder.
SATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER- used, lor the purpoae of forming a
Appel,
inivted. Isaac
authorized associate ourselves Into a corpora
total
amount
the
of
The
cordially
to an
1911, before me, the undersigned, a LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROYAL
TISEMENTS
Is
corj oration "idr and pursuant
of
the
laws
and
under
virtue
Chas. Greenclay, Section
President
by
of
s.id
stock
corporation
capital
convocathe
ARCH MASONS Regular
Five centa per Una each In tart Ion act of the Ieir1lative assembly of
Thousand of the Territory of New Mexico, and Notary Public in and for the above
Two
Hundred
Fifty
retary.
tion first Monday In ach
apEetlmata alx ordinary wordeto a Una. Territory of New Mexico, entitled,
and
county
personally
Territory,
do
the
Twenthat
for
Into
hereby
adopt
purpose
divided
Dollars,
($2f0,000)
month at Masonic Temple, KNIGhTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
No ad to occupy leaa apace than two "an act to rrcuUte the formation and
peared Albert G. Adams, Leo M, TipFive Hundred (2500) shares of the following Articles of Incorporation.
ty
NO. 804 Meets second and fourtl
mln
for
ton and Herbert W. Clark, to me
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
lines. All advertlaementa charged will govTnntnl of corporations
ARTICLE I.
($100)
value of One Hundred
in O. R. C. haU. Ploneor
H.
Chas.
Thursday
H.
be Booked at apace actually eat, with Inc. manufacturing. Industrial and par
P.;
to
known
be the persons
Name The name of this corpora- personally
of the
amount
The
each.
Dollars
building. Visiting members are corout regard to number of worda. Caah othor puraulta- adopted snd enacted
described in and who executed the
Sporleder, Secretary.
which said corpo- tion is Rociada Ranch Company.
dially invited. W. R. Tipton. O. K.;
In advance preferred. Phono Main 2. by the Thirty Sixth Legislative As- capital stock with
foregoing instrument, and acknowl EL
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
i,
is
will commence business
ARTICLE
ration
II.
E. P. MackeL F. S.
edged that they signed, sealed and
sembly of aald Territory, and being
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meets
Hundred ($2100) Dolof Business
and Agent
One
Place
Twenty
the
Legis
O. O. F., LA8VEGA8 LODGE NO. 1
the same as their free
Chapter 79 of the Acts ol
every Monday evenlars.
The location of the principal office acknowledged
act
lative Aaaembly of the year 1905, and
and
deed.
Meets every Monday evening at
ing In Castle Hall.
ARTICLE 6.
in the Territory of New Mexico Is
also the statutes of aald Territory of
hall on Sixth street All visit
Witness
hand
and
Notarial
their
my
are
,
Visiting Knights
The names and postofflce address at Rociada, San Miguel County, New
New Mexico, amendatory thereof or
Seal the day and year In this certlfi
Brethren
cordially invited to atinvited.
ing
cordially
corMexico, and the name of the agent
LIVE MAN or woman wanted for thereto, do hereby aet out snd certify es of the Incorporators of said
N. G.; A. T.
Carl
cate
above
Wertz,
written.
first
tend,
Charles E.
poration and the number of shares therein and in charge thereof, and
work at home paying $2.00 to $3.00 as follows:
V. G.; T. M. El wood, SecreWM.
G.
HAYDON,
Rogers,
Chancellor
(Signed)
of stock for which severally and re- upon whom process against this cor
per day, with opportunity to adAHT1CLE I.
Notary Public.
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Commander; Harry
the said Incorporators do poration may be served, is Albert G.
vance. Spare time can be used.
The name of saU corporation is spectively
(Notarial
of
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Seal)
Martin, Keeper
hereby subscribe (the aggregate of Adams.
Work not difficult and require! no Ten Lakes I.nd Company.
Commission expires Jan. 15, 1913,
My
Seal.
and
Records
LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODsaid subscriptions being' Twenty-onARTICLE III.
experience. Universal House, 352
Endorsed: No. 6677. Cor. Rec'd
ARTICLE 2.
amount
ERN. WOODMEN OF AMERICA
is
which
the
Hundred (2100),
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
Business The objects for which Vol. 6.
The location of do principal ofnee of
Page 92, Articles of Incorpora BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
cor
the second and fourth TuesMeets
said
which
stock
with
are:
the tion Rociada Ranch
capital
this corporation is formed
UNION OF AMERICA
Meets first
of said corporation In In the Territory
Company. Filed
of each month In the W. O. W.
is authorized to commence transacting,
days
WANTED Ladies and gentlemen for
poration
operating
conducting,
in Office of Secretary of New Mexico,
and third Wednesdays of each
of New Mexico, at Hie Town of Los business as
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
desirable local work, $15.00 per week
aforesaid) are as follows: and managing of a general merchan- Feb. 8, 1911, 2
montn at Fraternal Brotherhood
New
m. Nathan Jaffa,
p.
San
county.
Miguel
Alamos,
Par
Total
710
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. VisLincoln
to
dise
guaranteed. Enquire
business;
buy, sell, exchange Secretary. Compared C. F. K. to
hail. A. E. Hay ward, F. to.; W.' A.
Mexico (there being no street numValue
Name and address
Shares
avenue.
iting neighbors axe cordially infor or otherwise acquire and dispose O.
v.
Glvens, Secretary.' Visiting mem21, 22, as,
ber), which la also Its registered of- William T. Hand, Los
vited.
of, at both wholesale and retail, all
bers cordially Invited.
the name of the agent of
19
N. M
$1900.00 kinds of general merchandise, wool,
WANTED Dining room girl at 433 fice, and
Alamos,
DENTISTS.
said corjioratlon In said territory, Ernest L.
Estray Advertisement
b. P. O. ELK8 Meets second and
Railroad avenue.
Whitman,
hides, pelts, and all kinds and descrip
Notice is hereby given to whom it
who Is In charge of aald principal ofF. R. LORD
fourth
of
each
Tuesday evening
100.00 tions of live stock. To do a
Ix)s Alamos, N. M. . . . 1
general may concern that the following de
DENTIST
C. hall.
whom process against
R.
O.
and
at
month
fice,
upon
Visiting
was
scribed
animal
taken
up by
Antonio Pacheco, Los
WANTED A first class cook In fam
farming business; to raise and pro J. Rafaelestray
Is
Office Pioneer Building.
oald corporation may be served
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
N. M,
Mcund,
Wagon
Valdz,
1
100.00
M
N.
1031
of
four.
Sixth.
Alamos,
ily
Apply
duce, to buy, sell, trade for and gen
One dun colored mare about
Rooma 3 and 4
William T. Hand.
Martin, Exalted Ruler: D. W. ConARTICLE 6.
erally deal in hay, grain, feed and 7 years old.
Office pnone Main 57
don, Secretary.
ARTICLE 3.
The period limited for the duration other farm and agricultural produces
Branded
Residence Phone 41a
The objects for which said corpora- of said corporation shall bo fifty (50) of whatever kind or
On right hip
NO
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD,
description. To
E. L. HAMMOND
DR.
tion is formed are ss follows:
102 Meets every Monday night at
Branded
years.
carry on In all its branches a gener
WANTED Every lady and gentle
DENTIST
To buy and otherwise acquire, hold,
On left shoulder
n Witness Whereof, we have here al stock raising farm, live stock, and
their hall in the Schmidt building
man in Las Vegas to try box ball.
Hat
sell, convey, mortgage or otherwise unto set our hands and seals this range business; to sell, breed, raise,
Branded
vest of Fountain Square, a elgh-o- ' Suite 4. Crockett Building,
and
residence
office
at.
On left hip
phones
incumber, lease, snd otherwise gen 30th dajr of January, A. D. lull.
cor
'lock. Visiting members are
and generally deal in sheep, cattle,
Said animal being unknown to una
rally deal In, colonise and Improve
welcome. Fred Philips, presidlally
(Signed)
and all kinds of doATTOKNKV
horses,
poultry
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
land and real estate of all kinds and
WILLIAM T. HAND,
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Geo. H. Hunker
mestic animals. To purchase, lease, before March 11, '11, said date being 10
Hunker
Chester
FOR SALE Sixty head of line description; to subdivide, plat snd lay
ERNEST L, WHITMAN,
or otherwise acquire timber-landBaily, Treasurer.
before Dec. 18, '10, said date being 10
HUNKER & HUNKER
townout
land
Into
estate
real
and
mules and horses, right size and
ANTONIO PACHECO.
tracts, and rights; to buy, sell, days after last appearance of this ad RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
Attorneys at L.aw
ages for farm or public work. Chas. sites, town lots, streeta, alleys, and Territory of New Mexico,
boom, saw and prepare for market, vertisement, said estray will be sold
New Mexico
hall
erhood
second and fourth La Vegaa,
con
to
also
every
snd
other
Board
this
for
the
benefit
the
by
of
N.
M.
Glasgow, Oblfax,
County of San Miguel, ss.
and generally deal In timber and owner when round.
.
duct and carry on a general real
On this 30th day of January, A. D. wood of all kinds; also to manufac First pub. Feb. 17, last
pub.Feb. 28, '11
before March 11, '11, said date being 10 scribed estray animal was taken up by
FOR SALE Good driving horse. Cai' tate brokerage business.
1911, before me personally appeared ture, buy, sell and generally
deal
otherwise
To
and
acquire, William T. Hand, to me known to be in all kinds of
buy
days after last appearance bfthis ad- Francisco Saiz, Las Colonias, N. M.
Coors Lumber Co., or phone Olive
and
articles
goods
One black horse, one white
Estray Advertisement
vertisement, said estray will be sold
sell, convey, mortgage, Incumber and the person described In and who exe- manufactured from
5572.
Notice is hereby given to whom
wood, and gen
by this Board for the benefit of the h'nd foot one ear marked.
to generally deal In personal proper- cuted the above and
Branded
foregoing ins- erally to carry on business' as saw may concern that the following de owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
On left hip
trument and acknowledged that he mill proprietors, timber and lumber scribed estray animal was taken up by
FOR SALU Buff Plymouth Rock ty of all kind and description.
N.
M.
Frank Dugan, Elizabethtown,
Also to buy or In any other manner he executed the same as his free act
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said
baby chicks, $14.00 per 100. Money
animal being unknown to this
dealers. To acquire by purchase,
t:
One roan mare, white spot First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- acquire, build, construct and own Irri and deed.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
lease or otherwise, and to own, sell, on
star
in
and
face,
right thigh
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
Witness my hand and official seal lease, mortgage, convey, improve and
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R 2. gation ditches, canals, tunnels, dams,
Branded
Advertisement
days after last appearance of this adEstray
reservoirs, flumes snd pipe lines and the day and year last above written.
On left thigh
operate factories, buildings mills and
Notice Is hereby given to whom it vertisement said estray will be sold
FOR SALE Single comb Rhode Is- other devices and means for diverting.
J. E. ROGERS,
manufactories for the production and Said animal being unknown to this may concern that the following de- by this Board for the benefit of the
(Signed)
land Red eggs $2.00 and $1.00 set- conveying, storing, or otherwise hand- (Notarial Seal)
estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
Notary Public. storage of all kinds of products pro- Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed
water My commission
J. S. Lopez, Solano, N. M.
BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY
10
date
said
before
March
11,
1913.
'11,
ting of 15. Phone Main 323. E. S. ling, using and disposing of
being
duced or made from or in conjunc
expires June 9,
One sorrel horse, about 15
N. M.
Albuquerque,
and
and
other
for
purposes,
this
ad
Irrigation
after
last
of
appearance
Lewis.
Territory, of New Mexico,
tion w th grain or cereals of any days
old.
17,
28, '11.
Feb.
years
First
pub.
lastpub.Feb.
sold
will
said
be
to operate and maintain the same for
vertisement,
estray
Branded
kind; to buy, sell, trade, and gener by this Board for the benefit of the
i.ounty oi san Miguel, ss.
of
under
lands
the
lying
Irrigation
On left shoulder
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deflf
On this 30th day of January, A. D. ally deal in the products of such fac- owner when found.
IrriBranded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
scriptions. Notary seals and rs said works and capable of being
1911, before me personally appeared tories, buildings, mills
manufacor,
M,
On
N.
Is hereby given to whom it
gated therefrom, and for the furnish- Ernest L. Whitman and Antonio Pa tories and in such
Notice
ords at The Optle office.
right
Albuquerque,
hip
grain and cereals First puib. Feb. 17, last
pub.Feb. 28, '11,
may concern that the following deing of water for Irrigation, power and checo, to me known to be the per--' In any
Branded
To
of
their
product.
stage
estray animal was taken up by
domestic use to persons, firms and sons described in and
On right shoulder
ggj scribed
who executed acquire by purchase, lease, exchange,
Nathan Hall, Water Canyon, N. M.
Advertisement
Estray
In
said
to
the
of
animal
unknown
Said
vuh
vicinity
being
corporations
t:
the above and foregoing Instrument hire or otherwise, lands or any in
One cow.
Notice is hereby given to whom
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
work; to acquire by purchase, appro- and they acknowledged that
Branded
de
concern
the
UMl
that
following
terest
to
may
own,
10
said
date
before
therein;
March
they
RENT
Furnished
purchase,
11, '11,
FOR
room, electee priation or otherwise the
On left ribs
f"
right to the executed the same as their free act hold and yote the shares of . stock scribed estray animal was taken up by days after last appearance of being
au
tins
In
and
bath.
family.
light
private
Said animal being unknown to this
Geo. M. Foe, Shamrock, N. M.
use of the waters of the natural and deed.
said
sold
will
be
vertisement,
estray
of
to
other
do
any
any
920 Callinas.
corporation;
t:
brown pony horse, by this Board for the benefit of the Board, unless claimed by owner on or
streams, springs, lakes or other colWitness my hand and official seal, and all things incident to or neces- abut 12 or One
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
14 years old.
owner when iound.
lections of still waters, or other wa the
days after last appearance of this adday and year last above written. sary or proper to be done In connec
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern ter sources within the boundaries of
said estray will be sold
On right hip
tion with the purposes aforesaid.
(Signed) PETER W. FRANK.
Albuquerque, N. M. vertisement,
house. 1034 Eighth street.
this Board for the benefit of the
the Territory of New Mexico, and the
by
last
'11.
.Feb.
Feb.
17,
28,
First
puib.
to
pub
unknown
Said
animal
this
In furtherance and not In limita
(Notarial Seal)
being
Notary Public
owner when found.
right to divert the same by artificial My commission
by owner on or
Feb. 1, 1911. tion of the general powers conferred Board, unless claimed said
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
expires
FOR RENT The box ball alleys for and natural
10
11,
March
date
to
before
'11,
means, snd
being
empound
Advertisement
Endorsed:
No.
New
Estray
the
Cor.
6669,
laws
Rec'd
the
of
of
by
Albuquerque, N. M.
Territory
adparties.
bowling
days after last appearance of this
and use the same so diverted for ben- Vol. fi,
Notice is hereby given to whom it Firs pub. Feb. 17, lastpub.Feb. 28, '11.
page 90, Articles of Incorpora- Mexico, and of the objects and pu vertisement, said estray will be sold
concern
dethat the following
eficial purposes, and also to sell, tion of Ten
may
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
Lakes Land Company. poses as hereinbefore stated, the by this Board for the benefit of the. scribed
estray animal was taken up by
and otherwise dispose of, Filed in office
owner
found.
when
But never follows the use of Foley's lea.se
of Secretary of New said corporation shall have also the
You are probably aware that pneuSotero J. Martinez, Rio Pueblo, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Honey and Tar, which checks the mortgage or otherwise encumber wa- Mexico, Feb. 3, 1911, 11 a. m. Nathan
One 2 year old dehorned, monia always results from a cold, but
following powers:
Albuquerque, N. M.
cough and expels the cold. M. Stock-well- , ter or water rights, to be used for
dun colored cow.
you never heard of a cold resulting In
Jaffa, Secretary. Compared C. F, K.
(a) To purchase, hold and reissue First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
'
Hannibal. Mo, says, "It beats all
domestic and other bene- to J. O.
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
irrigation,
contractever
I
I
used.
remedies
shares
of
the
Its capital stock;
On right ribs
Remedy was used. Why take the
In conficial
or
or
uses
upon
purposes
and
was
and
bad
cold
a
ed
cough
Territory of New Mexico,
Estray Advertisement
(b) To enter into, make, perform
risk when this remedy may be had
Said
animal
to
unknown
botwith
One
com
lands
this
nection
the
of
said
being
with,
threatened
pneumonia.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
for a trifle? For sale by all druggists.
of San Miguel, ss.
and
kind
of
County
out
contracts
every
carry
claimed
unless
owner
on
or
comBoard,
by
and
Tar
detle of Foley's Honey
pany or lands purchased from It, or
I hereby certify that this instru- and for every and any lawful pur- may concern that the following
scribed estray animal was taken up by before March. 11, '11, said date being 10
pletely cured me." No opiates, Just held by, through or under said com
ment
was
O.
filed for record
days after last appearance of this ada reliable household medicine. O.
on the pose, with any person, firm, associa- Francisco Saiz, Las Colonias, N. M.
LOCAL TIME CARD
pany; and also to sell, lease, furnish 4th day of
vertisement said estray will be sold
Sehaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
white
two'
One
red
A.
tion
or
horse,
D, 1911, at
corporation;
by this Board for the benefit of the
or otherwise dispose of any surplus 10:30 o'clockFebruary,
foot.
one
white
and
hind
fore
feet
a. m., and was duly
(c) To issue bonds, debentures or
owner when found.
water or water rights which it may recorded in Book 1 of
'
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Articles of In- obligations of the corporation from
WEST BOUND
Branded
have in any of its irrigating work
Albuquerque, N. M.
corporation page 246 on this 21st day time td time for any of the objects
On left shoulder
Arrive
in excess of the requirements of of
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11. No- - 1
of the corporation, and to secure the
February, A. D. 1911.
1:50 P. M.
land owned by said company or purNo- - 8
Witness ray hand and seal of of- same by mortgage, pledge, deed of
6:15
A. M.
chased from it or held by. through or fice.
On left hip
Estray Advertisement
No- - 7
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trust, or otherwise;
5:15 P. M.
Notice
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to
whom
hereby
under It.
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given
it
Said animal being unknown to this
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
concern that the following de- No- - 8
(a) In general to carry on any Board, unless claimed
6:35 P. M.
To engage in general live stock Clerk of the Probate
by owner on or may
scribed
Court and Ex- - other business in connection with the before March 11, Ml, said
animal
was
taken
estray
10
up
date
by
Depart
being
In
all of Its
and farming business
Officlo Recorder.
No- - 1
objects and purposes stated.
days after last appearance' of this ad- J. H. Latham, Tolar, N. M.
2:10 P. M.
branches and to sell and otherwise 23, 24 25
One bay horse, unbroken, No-- 3
said estray will be sold
vertisement,
6:20 A. M.
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about
years old, left hind foot white. No- 7
dispose of and deal in all kinds of
by this Board for the benefit of the
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6:40
P. M.
owner
the
when
found.
amount
of
to
The
Stock
Capital
tarm, garden and dairy producls;
On left shoulder
bM Na 9
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
7:00 P. M.
r
engage In the general hotel business Backache, Rheumatiam, Sleeplessness total authorized capital stock of this
Said animal being unknown to this
Albuquerque, N. M.
Result from disordered kidneys. Fol- corporation
Thousand First
Is Fifteen
to engage In the general grocery and
Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11. Board, unless claimed by owner on or
pub.
ey
Pills
have
Kidney
EAST BOUND
helped others ($15,000.00) Dollars, divided into one
mercantile business; to engage In the they will
before March. 11, '11, said date being 10
help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller'
Arrive
after
last
lumber and hardware business, to Syracuse. N. Y, says: "For a long hundred and fifty (150) shares of the
days
adappearance
of
this
Advertisement
Estray
No-- 8
said
vertisement
will
Hundred
One
value
1
build
time
I
par
($100.00)
of
9:10 P. M.
estray
of
be
all
kinds
is
In
sold
Notice
suffered with kidney trouble
hereby given to whom
generally deal
and rheumatism. I had severe back- Dollars each.
concern that the following da by this Board for the benefit of the
may
to
11:26
and
gen
materials
supplies;
t
P.M.
Ing
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
and felt all played out After
1:15 A. M.
ARTICLE V.
CHICHESTER
PILLS, erally deal in all kinds of agricultur- aches
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
W. E. Read,, Senorito, N. M.
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
No 10
1:45 P. M.
war
a
al and farming tools and machinery; Pills my backache Is gone and where
MMiieai abb J One white mare, about 12
Albuquerque, N. M.
Names, Addresses and Shares of
DlnnJ
First
17. lastpub.Feb. 28, '11.
Feb.
I used to He awake with rheumatic
pub.
old.
and
nd ,oU Br.lV
In Krt
Depart
In
the
years
building
to
fill
names
and
general
engage
iIUcV
Incorporators The
postofbo.M, Maled with Blu Klbboa. V
ther. Bmj mfrtmr
9:16 P. M.
Tsk
contractors' business, and to build pains I now sleep In comfort. Foley flce addresses of the incorporators .Branded
Askfixriri'incH-Traa
Pills
did
On left hip
wonderful
Kidney
for
I'LEstray Advertisement
J? DIAMONDu KHtMl
PILLS, far 8
construct all kinds of buildings; me." Try them now. O. O.things
the
and
subscribed
number
shares
by
of
Relimbl
AIwiti
Safest,
Schaefer
Said animal being unknown to thh
yeu kam Bn.
Notice la
given to whom it
l: A, M.
to purchase, acquire, dispose of and snd Red Cross .Drug Co.
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Nothing to

When Deal
mends Meet

Think About
"Yes," said the nice little oM
from her corner seat In the
of
the family hotel, "we shut lobby
our
up
home and moved here bo I could
a
.vv.
auu quiet. Daughter get
said
I d never recover my nervous
tone as
Jong as I had a house on my hand to
1
ucn an Interest in
things when I do take an Interest-a- nd
you know what a house Is! Something
all the time to upset you and
keep you
th taking and planning!
The doctor
said I needed a complete mental
rest
with no responsibility and
to'
nothing
distract me, and that's why we went to
boarding.
"I like it here don't
Of course
I don t know that I likeyou?
all the people
For Instance, the folks In the room
next to mine must be dubious.
They
come home at all hours of
the night
my dear, all hours!
They walk perfectly straight down the corridor because I can tell by their steps, but
you
needn't tell me that two o'clock in the
.morning Is a respectable hour for a
man and his wife to get home three
or four nights every week.
"I've never laid eyes on them not
that I've tried to, of course, but you'd
think I'd run upon them in the
wi
going in or out. Every time I hear
a aoor close and think it's theirs
And mkn
.u xT geta out. into the hall it's
BomeDody else going out.
It's very
"
suspicious.
"You don't happen to know their
name, do you? Not that I care I Just
-

.

!

I

j

With a little shriek of Joy the girl
tth the Imitation mink hat
down on her head like a hoodpulled
ran
into the arms of the young woman
with the mesh bag. vanity case and
several other metal trlnkeU dangling
rom ner wrist.
vny, Sadie!" she cried, "I haven't
een you Tor an age! How are you?"
"Fine!" said the girl with the mesh
nag. The powder shows on your nose.
ucj ana rub your left cheek, for
youve got the color too high!
Where've you geen keeping yourself!"
"Oh, I have been bo busy going to
mings! said the girl with the mink
hat "It's funny I never see you out
anywnere, but then, I suppose a person can't go out If she doesn't eet in.
vitations. You've run your rleht eve.
brow a bit above the line. dear.
You
ought never to use an eyebrow pencil
except in a strong light."
i hank you," said the Klrl with the
mesh bag, fervently. "You ought to
know about those things, if any one
does.
My eyebrows are real, as it
happens! No, I don't care to run around
with mixed crowds that's why you
haven't been me. I prefer more select
entertainment and then I aave ao
many callers that I am kept In a good
deal. Tom said Just the other night
that it seemed perfectly Impossible
ever to get a word with me alone,
because there always were so many
other men there!"

Their Morning
Talk
"Say,

ain't It the limit the

girls has to hurry In the morning?"
demanded Miss Martin, twisting in
front of the rest room mirror, with her
mouth full of hairpins. "I never get
my puffs on to suit me before ma's
hollerln' to know if I ain't goln' to eat
nothln' before I have to run for the
7:27, an'' I Just have to fall down the
stairs whether I got my clothes on or

-
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not."
"Aw, it's Bomethin'

OPTIC

IS

fierce!" agreed
Stelle, the billing clerk "I betcher If
old Parkburst bad to hurry Just once
the way we do he wouldn't raise no
holler every time we took a minute
after eight o'clock to get ourselves

A

ID YOU EVER stop (0 think that every family
should haveThe Optic as part of its equip

NECESSITY

ment.

decent"

lookin'

"He gives me a pain," put in Mabel.
"That yawp of his ought to get him a
Job on the L. 'Fullerton next change
for Wrlghtwood, Dlveraey an' Wellington.' Say, Martle, ain't you got
new tie?"
"Juh like it?"
"Sure! Red's awful becomlu' to
you; you ought to wear it all the time.
Juh buy it, or swipe it off'n that good
lookin feller we Been you with on
State street?"
Miss Martin bridled. "Say, what you
talkln' about? I don't go round on
State street with no fellers. I always
travel In a taxi!"
"Oh, you swell tblngl Olrl In the
Taxi What? Say. girls, Juh s'pose
my green satin evenln' gown, cut day- colletay, will be swagger enough to
wear to Martle's weddln', or will I
wondered.
a rope of pearls?
wear
"That's a Wetty girl who Just went
Anyway, I
Is
Tom
"Oh,
coming to see you?" lanby the one in the lynx furs. Oh, you guidly asked the girl with the mink didn't swipe the red flag olt'n anymust have noticed her. She's the one hat. "Poor fellow l' I
body; I bought it myself at Ihe Mam
anything moth store
about a month ago.
that sits at the table under the elec to distract him and suppose
fill up hiB time
tric ran nearest the north window and la what he seeks. He's nice and all
The door opened and into the al
a young man with straight-ublond that, but he isn't my style and I had
crowded room pushed Big John
hair comes to see her every Tuesday to let him down
gently for his own ready
son.
evening.
There's another one calls, sake!"
Late again. Cars blocked.
"Yep!
too, but he's not bo regular. She's so
"No, you aren't Tom's
agreed H'lo,
dark that they'd make a fine couple, the girl with the mesh style,"
what's that about the
bag, sweetly. danger-Hfgnal-Martle;
You don't mean to say
wouldn't they?
"He la so refined and quiet and hates
"If people only use common sense display. He has such beautiful man- you've had a red tie for a mouth and
never wore it once? You've had a
there's not a bit of chance for mar- ners, don't you think?"
to
turn
out
riages
"Oh, you might think so," admitted strangle hold on that mirror long
unhappily. Just look
at the Carllntons here anybody can the girl with the fur hat, "but to a enough. Let me have a look at it a
see they're unhappy, because he Just person who has had a lot of experience man on the platform Jabbed his elbow
buries himself in his newspaper at with many different Men, Tom la sadly into inya trace and I guess likely I've
meals and snaps if she asks him to In poise and assurance, dear! You'd got a dent that'll change the pbrenolo-glHt'- s
readln' and make me marry the
pass anything. I didn't get a bit of know at once that he wasn't used to
dark man."
salad the other night because my wait- mingle in the best society."
"AH right, go ahead, if you're that
er took it away'while I was watching
"Dear me!" said the other girl. "You
to see if Carlinton wouldn't speak to must be awfully mad at Tom for not stuck on your face," replied Miss Martin, unabashed, settling herself comhis wife before he finished his coffee. calling."
.
which,
Her friend raised her brows in ap fortably in the waste-baske"I don't see how she stands it it's
bore
so apparent to outsiders. I feel so parent surprise. "Why, I wouldn't say bottomless and
mute
to
Its
in
testimony
popularity
Tom
for
for
the world!"
her that I Just hate to catch anything against
sorry
couchless cubbyhole
her eye when I'm looking at them. She I 8ne exclaimed. "I was Just telling you the chairlesstheandrest-roohas a way of looking up suddenly my private opinion of him! l m so designated
Say," went on Miss Martin, "it's
when you don't expect It. I should glad you can find something Interest- no cinch to be
part of a big family.
In
for
nice
because
it's
him,
you
ing
think she'd hare known by the shape
.when you're a. stock ise.
specially
ne
borae-oas
at
and
for
to
have
chln-thcalling,
she'd "no business to
of bis
time I want to put on my
one girl is very like Every
marry him. Some women never pay him, I suppose
clo'es I never can find 'em, but I don't
I could
now.
did
I
all
sure
I'm
another
any attention to those things.
bother to hunt around in the closet
"Didn't that automobile wake you to make him see how useless it was I Just run right out and look around
Why, the big for him to fall in love with me there. at the rest of the folks, and sure's
up the other night?
I never meant to say a word!
Just
green one that Btopped out in front
you're a foot high somebody'll have
,
em on.
of the hotel about half past three and forget It, dear!"
was
with
was
Tom
in
love
"So
you,
" 'S I was
I bought this red
chugged away for such a long time. I
cried the girl with the mesh bag. tie a month sayin',
of wearin'
an'
instead
think whover came home in it hadn't he?"
ago,
I guess you wouldn't think so, if you
it down next mornin' I left it on my
any money to pay the bill and the could
to
me!
said
has
what
hear
he
bureau. When I came home, Harry
chauffeur had to go inside to collect it
I guess when a man calls twice
was wearin' it I didn't say nothin',
"That Grosebeck man wasn't down And
on
me
does
a week regularly as he
for Harry's awful good about lettin'
to breakfast at all the next morning
and never looks at another girl, he me wear
his ties, hut next night I met
I know, because I went early to mine
over
heartbroken
anyone
Isn't
very
Dick on Randolph, an' he had it on!
and then read my paper in the lobby,
Mercy, I almost dropped my When he got home that night I raised
and I could see every one who came else! case
and I wouldn't mar It for a holler. I said if I wanted to buy
vanity
never
he
and
out of the dining room,
Tom
world
gave It to me Christ things for other people I'd start a
the
appeared. I'd hate to say for certain mas!
came
home
who
one
was
the
he
orphan asylum the orphan's ud be
that
Yes, I was noticing It" said the more grateful, anyway an' I'd thank
In that automobile, but I have my
"How
It
with the fur hat
nicely
everybody to leave my things alone,
suspicions. He always looks as though girl
up! It got scratched quite a for I was sick of lookin' on other
he came out of a bandbox, too, and a polished
little the short time I carried it Tom folks for my clo'es when I wanted to
man like that'll hear watching.
made such a fuss about my refusing It wear 'em myself.
woman
that
think
"Shouldn't you
that I had to keep It a little while.
tired
would
"Oh, I raised a fierce fuss. Did it
get
with the pinkish hair
birthday last September, you know. do any good? Say? Next time I wantMy
I
much?
so
kept
downtown
running
I never accept presents of any value ed that
tie, I found it hangin' on Hartrack one week and she went out six from a man It's so
Of
Jet, an' him thinkln' he owned
She wears her
gas
mnrn In Pfl ntraleht.
ry's
I
a
one,
sup
cheap
course, this being
He was realinsulted when I took
it
hPRt sable furs to shop in, too, and
m
I
I might have kept it, but
pe It this morning. Ain't that a brother
that's what drives a lot of husbands pose
culiar about those things:
Is
for you?"
Sable
such
extravagance.
to drink,
"That's not as had as what my sis
an delicate. I should think she could
I don't suppose," said the owner ter did to me," said Big Johnson,
find enough useful things to do at
case. In tones of con
with a chuckle. "You know
home instead of gadding about so of the vanity
I'll warrant she doesn't keep centrated fury, "that you also happen that chemise with the Irish lace Insermnnii
that my initials are cut tion Mabel gave me Christmas? Well,
her husband's socks darned. "It's the ed to notice
I looked all over for that the other
monogram?'
most curious color for hair. I'd hate on this In a big clever
nowadays at night, and then I knew sis must have
'They're very
tn Bv she dyed it, but wnais a per
in erasing one set of letters It on. I went downstairs. She was
son to think, I'd like to know? Six the shops
on another, aren't they?" entertaining her beau In the parlor,
and
putting
weeKimod in one
the
to
young woman with the an' the minute I came In, she knew
was
Inquired
going
"You say maybe she
"I'm glad you like what I wanted. I could see. it right
, dentist?
Oh, well, perhaps so, but mink hat, casually.
1 never need powder and rouge, so
of
through her peekaboo. .
It
time
year
This
It
believe
I don't
Doesn t Tom
me.
to
"Did she budge? Well, not a thumb
anoeal
didn't
it
uu
IO
DUSV
tOO
ouuier
..orvhmlv is
or
theater
She sat there and smiled at me,
the
nail.
any
to
take
ever
you
up
was
Just hunting
the dentist. She
s where? I haven't seen you with him an' course I couldn't
say what 1
more doodads to spend her husband
was
awful shy,
a
him
he's
such
he
thea
before
him
I
wanted
knew
mno tnr. that's what sue was up 10 When
I actually had to scold him An' I couldn't get her out of the room,
r
so
looks
he
and
shame
I think it's a
either, or I'd have got it I had to
waII. nerhaps ne is 01a euuuBu the way he bought ticKets!
when
in
the
wear my old one to stay all night with
sit
parquet
"We
the
be
if
she'd
. , ,
..,
..always
I.
to be gray, anyhow, but
i.v ,V.
Oh, I was bollln' mad at
We go, saiQ me Bin wim me Viiuuj Lily Hyde.
01
insieaa
nrt
nf
Wife,
.ifc
haven't seen her."
you
"That's
why
into
worried
bag.
half
be
gant, he wouldn't
us you can't distinguish who people
his grave.
"
'Stelle put her head Inside
are from the balcony, you know. Well,
read
clerks
.n vmi Buooose those
"Parkhurst is
I'm going the door cautiously.
distribute I must be running along.
before
they
cards
the postal
Tom for lunch. So glad to lookin for you, Johnson. Cut It out."
meet
to
to
seem
boxes?
They
our
them in
"Hurry hurry!" Blghed Miss Mar
have met you!"
.v. aiin.h a long time over uie ma...
the girl with tin. Gee! I wish I could stick a pin in
"Good
one
snapped
by!"
got
widow,
Rtnirs. the grass
that old savage.
I was standing the fur hat. "I hope you'll have a lovefrom Europe yesterday.
Tom would bore me
time!
Mercy!
'
ly
tne
when
pouunim
iia
right there
tnwn and it was on top. Sh to death! Give him my love, dear!"
Success Won Early.
auiet. but I'll warrant she'.
success often is won early
Decisive
with some man
Dion Boucl
deep. Corresponding
Logical Opposition.
in life by stage folk.
hroad is a had. sign.
as the
nineteen
at
was
famous
cault
advocatCatt,
Carrie
Mrs.
Chapman
voa" the nice little old . woman
woman suffrage In New York, author of "London Assurance," Nat
rest
a
ing
good
getting?
"I'm
concluded,
Goodwin's renown as a mimic was
said:
here because tnere s umnui..
in all my life a widespread before he was twenty; Ednever
heard
have
"I
m
"
but turned his matog to distract
single syllable of logical opposition to ward E. Ricehehadscored
sometimes I wii
with "Evangewhen
The
woman
average
jority
opposisuffrage.
me to take an inter
something for
tion Is neither better nor worse than line;" Edna Wallace Hopper was in
est In!"
short skirts when she first became an
the argument of a certain carter.
" 'Ah,' he growled, 'wot would wom- Idol of Broadway; George W. Lederer,
p9tv Money,
en do with a vote if they had it? Con- at the height of his acclaim as a
to get
producer at the New
r are all sorts of ways
trary critters! Why, If I s'ays to my musical comedywas
but twenty-seveold woman,, "Gimme liver and bacon York Casino
f
for dinner," do 1 git it? Naw! I git and Richard Carle was. a
indeed. Some men sellrobbogus
the tripe and onions.' " x
comedy star at twenty-sixmining stock and; some Just
raiiroaa
Central
Illinois
1
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The father wants news while it is fresh, he wants to
be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
to discuss intelligently with his business
acquaintances the timely events of
the day.

o

THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
every member of your family.

Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
New Mexico and the world at large. -
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Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
likes to have the paper to look at in her spare time during the
evening.

Send to my address until I order it discontinued
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GULLY'S

BIG-ONI-

A

She Was Proud of Plant That Little
"Hennery" Davis Found In Ash
'

r

Barrel.

of aeroplanes of today ah'iPthose of

a year ago. An Important feature is
the strong tendency shown by some
of the lending makers towards the
use of metal for the framework of
aeroplanes. The French Wright biplane, although employing American
spruce for its running gear and main
traverse members, now has steel
tubes for the stanchions separating
The Voisin
the two main planes.
brothers have abolished wood entirely, with the exception of the fuselage
receiving the pilot's seat, the essential framework being constructed of
in their
steel tubing. Bayard-Clemenlittle Demoiselle, confine the use of
wood to a portion of the wings. Robwho has now
ert Esnault-Pelterlnrodueed a most pleasing and successful monoplane, builds it entirely
of steel tube,and there is not an Inch
of wood to be found on the Breguet
biplane. W. F. Bradley, In Cnssler's

For tlie Special Trade

If I was asked," said Mrs. McGully.
throwing up the window with a hang
nd letting the cold air in. "I'd tell
em to give me flowers while I'm
alive not wait till I can't see 'em or
smell 'em."
She carefully set outside on the rust
ed iron fire escape of the tenement
a tomato can in which drooped a
broad-leaveplant, apparently one of
sickly rather than robust health.
'What d'ye call It?" Mrs. Ramsey In
quired. "I keep after Aleck to bring
me home a plant hut he Just can't
6eem to get at it"
'That" said Mrs. McGully, proudly,
"Is a
Down at th' seed store
I looked In a catalogue an' It calls it
Magazine.
Rex "
That's a dog's name," Mrs. Ram
sey objected. "I mind me of a dog"
Unfortunate Experiment.
"It was little Hennery Davis," Inter
Until a few years Rgo tfot a rntj was
me
fetched
Mrs.
"that
McGully,
rupted
In Cocos.
But a Rhlp was
votMi
He found It In a ash barth
off the Islands and the rats
worked
rel back o' Nelner's greenhouse and
nhore. They Increased at. such
fetched It straight to me, knowin, niwnm
became a nuisance
rate thai
bless his heart, I wanted a plant bo mil caused a they
tremendous loss by spoil- a
bad."
She carefully poured
cup !n the buds of the cocoanut, which
of water over the plant and closed the
ire extremely lender, and are sKlled
window.
anything touches them.
But she had closed it too late. Heat ''mediately
The King of the Cocos islands, there-rnre- ,
and
ed from the exertion of sweeping,
endeavored to exterminate the
overheated from the huge cook stove,
cats.
and at laBt he
rodents,
the cold air had done its work, and !nt the rats did not do Imported
their work nt
that very night the doctor came and all. The trouble of
catching the rats
looked seriously.
at apparently too much for them,
"I'm afraid you're In for It, Mrs. ami
finding a delicious shellfish on the
McGully," he said, "you'll have to keep nhores which
they liked much better,
to your bed for awhile."
within a short time became large
they
Mra.
McGully mid
"I'm ready for It,"
wild, and, in fact, a tremendous
wheezed, stoutly. "I've got $19 saved
bo much so that now the
nuisance,
get it for me, doctor behind th' islanders have not only the trouble of
clock.
But who's to water my plant,
but also of cats.
an' give it fresh air?" The doctor rats,
took a look at the plant, and turned
The Extraordinary Thing.
abruptly away.
On the landing he met Mrs. RamA young attorney not noted for his
sey.
brilliancy recently appeared in court
"Is she much sick?" she In- to ask for an extra allowance In an
action which he was so fortunate as
quired.
"Pneumonia," said the doctor, short- to have been retained In. The court
ly. "See here, Mrs. Ramsey, can you not discovering anything at all unstay with her?"
usual, complicated, or extraordinary
"Sure I can," said Mrs. Ramsey.
about the litigation, Inquired of the
"She's worrying now," said the doc- young man: "What Is there about this
tor, "about a plant in the window; case that to you seems extraordiKeep her quiet. I'll send her a plant nary?" "That I got it," blandly and
and you must watch It"
innocently replied the youthful as"Plant?" said Mrs. Ramsey ; "she's pirant for fees.
"
got what she calls a
"Begonia!" Bnorted the doctor; "It's
a cabbage plant. If you tell her I'll
propnrationn simply devel-o- p
Iryliiff
tell your husband, and you know what,
dry coturrh ; they dry up the secretions,
that means. You watch both plants." which adhere to the membrane and docom-poscausing a fur more serious trouble
"Sure I will," said Mrs. Ramsey.
thim the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
and a
"She calls it a
all drying inhalants, fumes, smokes and
It Is."
snuff and ue that whirh cleanses, soothes

Brandies Whiskeys Wines
3

Brandy
Peach Brandy

t,

d

big-onl-

17

Apple Brandy
Aprioot Brandy
5

Different Brands
of Bourbou and

Sauterners'

Virginia Dare

Claret

Rye, so we have
your brand.

Stars

& Co.

O. H. Mumms
Pommery
Great Weste

Star Hennessy

Deidosholmer
Lnubenhotmer
Niersteiner
Tmrstelner

California Brandy

Imported Port and Sherry also White Tort Wine.

BIg-oni- a

big-onl-

big-onla.-

e,

big-onl- a

big-onl-

Stronger Aeroplanes.
French firms
most Important advances are to be
found In structural details. There are
not any radical changes In design, but
in the matter of strength, finish and
workmanship there Is a world of difference .between Lbs lending malipn
Among the leading

.

and heals. Ely's Cream Halm will maHter
catarrh or cold in the head eamly and
pleasantly. All druggiHts soil the CO cent
size. Kiy Brothers, 5(5 Warren Street,
Now York.
The Balm is used without pain, does not
lrrltute or caue sneezing, it spreads itself
over an Irritated and angry surface, roliev.
in immediately the painful Inflammation.
Kly's Cream Balm contains no cocaine,
mercury nor other harmful drugs.

C. T. FARLEY, Prop,

Retail Prices:- 2,000 lbs., or mors, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
60 lbs.' to 200 lbs each delivery

Lsss than

BO

lbs., each delivery,

per

100 lbs.

I

25c per HO lbs.
30c per 100 Ibi.
40o per 100 lbs.
BOo

per

100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

(S3

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
all
Classified ads. search out thclpeople to whom-'amo- rjf
the particular thing is worth moit.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to lome-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
of those who MIGHT BUY

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) boots, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by'all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
ftaiBSBiisaSEisS
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LOCAL NEWS

Polvere Di Pomidoro

t i

No long waits
shop.

OR

TOMATO POWDER

at Nolette's barber

Old Crow sold over the bar

i i

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Brant Corn, Corn Chops
AND

FLOUR"

Las Vegas Roller Mills
131

ESTABLISHED 18 76

The

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

A FEW

FINE PINK AZALEAS

-

?

'

i?!
'iilllWIWl- -

."i'vl

4J

Bridge Street.

Under the direction u of Stephen
Powers, a force of ten men today began cutting ice for the Agua Pura
company at Lake George. Tomorrow
forty more men will' "be placed at
work and It is expected that a good
crop of ice will be stored before the
cold
weather
is gone. Manager
Pierce of the Agua Pura company,
says the ice at Lake George is over
12 inches in thickness.
The ice in
the Hot Springs canyon is not yet
200 copyright books at Murphey's, of sufficient thickness for cutting, al50 cents each.
though a few more cold nights will
make it possible to secure another
Some of the Y. M. C. A. business crop.
men were made Boy Scouts on sight
Yesterday in El Paso was solemnyesterday in order that they might
participate in the plans the Scouts ized the wedding of Miss Nellie Milare making for Saturday night. The ler and G. Bacon, both of Kansas
plan is to have them give an exhibi- City, Mo. The wedding is of interest
tion game of volleyball. With this here as Mrs. Bacon, who is a niece
feature added to the two games of of Mrs. L. P. Wright of this city,
basketball, one to be played by the visited here several months last sum
pick of the city's best players, those mer and fall. She was recognized as
who are fortunate enough to gain ad a beauty In Kansas City, being a
mission Saturday night are sure of a blond of a striking type. ; While in
Las Vegas, Mrs. Bacon was popular
rattling good time.
in the younger society crowd.
Mr.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Bacon is stationed at El Paso and
in the wood. Direct from distiller; the couple i will make that city 'their
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
home.
"The Moores" is the name of some
strong men of the Fraternal i3rotbor-hoo- d
organization who will be here
Friday night for the purpose of giv
ing an illustrated lecture to the public in the Fraternal Brotherhood hull.
Admission will be free.
, Moores
are said to be interesting speakers
and the local members of the order
are inviting their friends to hear
them.

Welche's
Perry Onion & Son GrapeJuice
Ranch Phone 276.

INDICATIONS
HOUSE

Itch-in-

house tonight as the star in the comedy "Ole Olson":
"He laughably makes the most of
his role, and combines in his presentment of it, repose, a discerning sense
of detail and a becoming amount of
dignity. His unforced accurate dialect also affords a welcome contrast
to the queer language of his imitators. He however, depicts inoffensively the initial trials of the hero
In a strange country and his
ability
to obtain later fitting
recognition of
his own merits. And although the
story is told with no effort at artistic strength, it is disclosed after
a manner so Jngenuous that Is melodramatic features never irritate nor
weary. "Ole O'son" sings well, his
voice he manages carefully. "Straw
berries," a splended number perhaps
brings him most applause. The merry
soubrette part of Gene Dimple Is
cheerfully acted by a fresh, sweet
looking girl of the English type, whose
singing is extremely good, and she
has a melodious voice far above the
average musical comedy standard."
Indications were today that a good
house would be on hand to see tonight's show.

Graaf

&

Nothing else will give
a better zest to your

dinners, luncheons and
informal spreads.

Hayward Co. Store

BREAD of all kinds
Rolls, Pan
Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed
CAKES, Layer
Angel Food

,

...

Made from the juice
.

of carefully selected
concord grapes.
'

Gold, Loaf

Wine, Raisen
COOKIES, Sugar

They are laundered perfectly
our careful, scientific method.
by

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared woolen soap is used
to clean them.
This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,,
it does not shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
room and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
as when new.

.

,

j

Uinger, Cocoanut
Cup, Fruit
Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

We Always Have (he Best of Everything Eatable at

Graaf

&

Hayward Co. Store

,.

,',

PURE THINGS TO EAT,

v

t

4oo,ooo Women Have
i Hoosier Kitchen Cab- m inets in their Kitchens

Jlill
rail

U i

They save miles of steps for tired feet' '
Come in and rpp nnr 1inlaw tndow A
dollar a week will put a Hoosier in your
kitchen.

tfOOSIl R SPECIAL

J.

THERE IS A REASON

JOHNS EN

C.
"

& SON

'Complete Furnishers vf the Home"

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
i

LUMP
Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

O. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 21

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Disli lied Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MaJn 227.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko,
F0R

CASH

Goods Called for and Delivered

ONLY

Special"

g

THIS WEEK

Work Guaranteed

All

Satisfactory-Repai- r

Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

Unrivalled Japan

TEA
ONE-HAL-

POUND

F

iv
'

25c
With Extra Nice Premium
Display in North Window

,

WANTED Woman " for downstairs
work and as cook. Good wages. Mrs.
I Cecilio Rosenwald, corner Seventh
I street and Baca avenue.'
'

Work a Specialty

We want everyone to try our

T.

STEAMS,

:

Main 81.

I,

AT

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

H.

i

"A Square Deal"

Las Vegas Steam Laundry-Phon- e

Santa Rosa,

K. D. Goodall.

GREEN BERG ER

Wholesale
and Retail

Wool Blankets
Laundered Nicely

experience of
Cal., with
the wonderful D. D. D. Prescription.
D. D. D. is the proven eczema cure,
the mild wash that gives Instant relief in all forms of skin trouble.
Cleanses the skin of all impurities
washes away blotches and pimples,
leaving the skin as smooth and
healthy as that of a child.
Get a 25o trial bottle of this wonderful eczema cure today and keep It
'
in the house.
We know that D. D. D. will do all
that Is claimed for it. '

Anne Croman,

ed to show you.

Ederheimer, Stein & Co.
MAKERS

Your

This is the actual

?SETO

We will be pleas

opera

You Can Purchase These Goods

SCRATCHEDFOR 40 YEARS
All

FOR A CROWDED
TO WITNESS LAUGHABLE COMEDY

An exchange says of Ben Hendricks
who appears at the Duncan

Geralda Gallegos, aged 17, of Ojitos
Frios and Gabriel Santillanes, aged
23, of San Pablo, were
yesterday
granted at the court house a license
to wed.

Used D. D. D. Six Months

Suits in dark or
light shades with
one or two pairs of
pants.

TONIGHT'S SHOW

Gonel

IBsVSF BAKERY GOODS

for Bovs

"OLE OLSON" IS

?e

Worth About $3.50 Each

wife'
Clothes
r
Good

LUDWIG IV17. ILFELD

The girls' basketball team of the
Automobile, carriage and
sign high school will leave tomorrow
painting by a practical painter. 429 morning for
Albuquerque, where toGrand avenue.
morrow evening it will play a return
with the high school girls' team
Late copyright books for sale at game
of that place. Mrs. Chas. Kohn will
50c each at Murphey's.
accompany t the team as chaperon.
The girls expect to win the game, alDon't overlook our ad on page 8,
though
disquieting rumors have come
The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.,
from
to the effect that
Albuquerque
Russell & McComas proprietors.
the team that played the highs here
Mrs. E. Marcotte is 111 with an at last Friday evening was not the same
tack of grip. Her daughter is suf aggregation that usually represents
the Albuquerque high school, due to
fering also from , an attack of tonsil!
the fact several players were distis.
qualified for falling behind in their
We are closing out eilk dress trim studies. These are said to have retheir standing and will play
ming at cost, up to date in every re gained
tomorrow
evening. The boys' team
spect, laaies interested will save
money by buying now. ROMERO of the high school will go tonight to
Raton, where tomorrow evening it
MERCANTILE CO.
will meet for the second time this
There will be services held at season the Raton Highs. The local
Temple Montefiore, Douglas avenue Highs expect to make it two straight
and Ninth street, Friday night at 8 for the season from the Raton boys.
o'clock, and preceding Sabbath school
There will be plenty of things goSaturday morning at 10 o'clock. Sub
ject of sermon, "Lincoln and Wash- ing on tonight to furnish amusement
ington." All are cordially Invited to and entertainment for Las Vegas people. The ladies of the First Metho
attend.
dist church have arranged an excel
Book sale at Murphey's, $1.35 books lent musical prosram which will he
given in the auditorium of the Nor
for 50 cents. .
mal.
Music lovers are sure to find
there. The Ladies'
Jose Ramon Martinez, admitted as entertainment
a patient to the New Mexico Hospital Altar Society of the Church of the
for the Insane in October, 1908, died Immaculate Conception will give a
at the institution yesterday. He was social and dance in the O. R. C. hall.
about 60 years old. A new patient, They have spared no trouble to make
this an enjoyable affair. "Ole Olson"
Vera Hinds, a
girl, was
admitted yesterday. She is from Eddy will be produced at the Duncan opera
house.
The Commercial
club will
county.
give a dance for its members and
Regular $1.35 books for 50 cents their friends in its handsome quarters in the Masonic temple.
at Murphey's. x

JUST COMING INTO BLOOM

Store Phone Main 462,

;

t

Extra

Cash or easy payments
Phone Main 379

Main 357.

Cents

a

PIE

of

$25

.

3

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Phone Main

1,9"''

of our exten-

sive spring purchase

CHIEF range

e

r3

1.50 book

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan-v- y
gowns. 1017 Tllden,
Telephone

5

ment

with shelf ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

at Long's

White Kitchen. Short order and
cents.
oyster stews. Twenty-fiv- e

AT

"OUR

Our4-hol-

for 50 cents.

In Tabloids makes an excellent tomato
sauce, easily prepared Full directions with each package.

We have just received a large ship-

ft

"

Euffet

Boot sale at Murphey's,

Per Package

'

v'

w

n

Digest Value
Ever Offered

3

t

19

BOUCHER'S
i

Come Early, Get Your Choice

YOU BEG

The buyer to take your article or property when you have but one
bidder, and even then you sell at a lower price than you had expected t6 get
Get many bidders who are anxious to buy what yoa have to sell
get bidders into line waiting their turn, and you will get full value
for the thing you toffer to sell and you will get a quick sale as well
The Optic Want Ad. when properly worded and put before the subscribers of The Optic daily, will bring customers to your door, to
buy what you advertise.
Advertise all miscellaneous items of every kind in The Optic '
and you will be surprised to see how easily you can find
an immediate market and at such little cost: Each Want Ad. is
an opportunity look for them in The Optic. Telephone your Want
Ads. to The Optic. PHONES MAIN 2.

